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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Fremantle is developing a Place 
Plan and Master Plan to create a vision for 
the renewal of the Hilton Park Precinct as a 
modern civic green space. 

The development of the plans includes 
extensive community and stakeholder 
engagement with local Aboriginal Elders, 
a Project Working Group (PWG) and the 
broader community who use/want to use the 
Precinct. Engagement is broadly occurring in 
four rounds. 

 + Round one - to understand how people 
use the precinct, their values and 
aspirations. 

 + Round two - to seek support for the 
draft place themes, vision and facility 
aspirations. 

 + Round three - to seek feedback on the 
draft Place Plan. 

 + Round four - to seek feedback on the draft 
Master Plan. 

Round one engagement 

The first round of engagement included: 

 + Walk on Country with local Aboriginal 
Elders. 

 + Two PWG meetings 

 + Online mapping (7 August - 3 September 
2023)

 + Community BBQ (26 August 2023)

 + Written feedback

The matters that were regularly raised during 
the consultation were: 

 + Watching and playing sports is highly 
valued. 

 + Walking the dog is highly valued.

 + Desire for path around the entire 
perimeter. 

 + Desire for new and improved toilets, 
female change rooms and spaces for 
community and cultural events. 

 + Consideration of other uses including 
18 hole disc golf (rather than nine), 
larger basketball court, fenced dog area, 
community uses, table tennis and skate 
park. 

Round two engagement 

The second round of engagement included: 

 + One PWG meeting 

 + Online survey (16-29 November 2023)

 + Community drop-in session (18 November 
2023)

 + Written feedback

The matters that were regularly raised during 
the consultation were: 

 + The importance of a fenced dog exercise 
area. 

 + Consideration of 18-hole disc golf and 
table tennis facility. 

 + Consideration of a cafe/bar on site. 

 + Consideration of fencing to improve safety 
of users. 

 + Consideration of non-sport users on site. 

 + Consideration of sustainability measures 
that can be used on site. 

 + Reduction of use of chemicals/sprays/
pesticides. 

Further engagement will continue to refine 
these outcomes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
The City has commenced a project to 
revitalise the Hilton Park Precinct. 

The project will involve the preparation 
of a Place Plan and Master Plan that will 
see the Hilton Park Precinct renewed as a 
contemporary civic green space that meets 
the wants and needs of the community 
whilst also ensuring feasible delivery 
potential.

 + A Place Plan - analysis, opportunities 
and vision that inform the future of the 
space, with a list of actions and outcomes 
required to achieve the vision. 

 + A Master Plan - a concept plan (image), 
with design rationale and preliminary 
costings to deliver the future space.

1.2 Purpose of the Report
This report provides an overview of the 
engagement undertaken throughout the 
project.

1.3 Engagement purpose
The overarching purpose of engagement is 
to provide the community and stakeholders 
the opportunity to contribute to the Hilton 
Park Precinct Plan, to address their wants 
and needs. 

More specifically, the objectives of the 
engagement are:

 + To raise awareness of the project amongst 
the community and stakeholders;

 + To understand the community values, 
wants, needs and barriers;

 + To build community connections; 

 + To engage with a broad cross section of 
community;

 + To work with existing stakeholders on the 
site to identify others who may want to be 
located in the Precinct;

 + To understand who is not using the site 
and why; and

 + To provide a ‘space’ for the stakeholders 
to speak freely.

The Hilton Park Precinct is a highly valued and utilised space by 
the community. It offers a range of passive, active, organised and 
unorganised recreation.  
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2. ENGAGEMENT�METHODS

2.1 Aboriginal Engagement
The project team recognise and acknowledge 
the Whadjuk Noongar people as the 
Traditional Owners of the land within and 
around the Hilton Park Precinct. 

Engagement with local Elders is a 
fundamental element of the Master Plan’s 
development. The local knowledge, stories 
and histories the Elders can share about the 
area are invaluable to the process. 

Engagement with Aboriginal Elders for the 
Master Plan will occur at three key moments. 

1. The first is a Walk on Country with the 
Elders group, to gain an appreciation 
of their history, perspectives and 
requirements /recommendations. This 
occurred early in the project before 
significant community engagement 
commenced. 

2. The second will be held later in the year 
to reconnect with the Elders to seek 
their input into the concept designs and 
provide further opportunity to reveal 
history, stories and requirements. 

3. The last engagement of this project 
(noting that ongoing engagement shall 
occur in delivery) will be held in 2024 
as concepts and plans for the site are 
further progressed. 

2.2 Project Working Group
A PWG has been established for the Precinct 
with key stakeholders (Figure 1) to discuss 
matters relevant to the Precinct such as 
management, capital works and the Place 
and Master Plans. 

The purpose of the PWG is to: 

 + Engage with the key stakeholders who 
act as representatives for their broader 
community to ensure they are involved 
in the development and delivery of the 
project.

 + Collaborate to develop a great project.

 + Provide advice and information to the 
Project Team. 

 + To provide a pathway for sharing 
recommendations to the City’s Executive 
Leadership Team regarding project 
information, feedback and deliverables. 

The PWG meetings are held approximately 
bi-monthly.

To ensure that stakeholders and the community could be actively 
involved with the project, there were multiple opportunities for 
consultation, each with different methods for participation.  

City (6)
24%
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(6)
24%

Community 
(7)
28%

Clubs 
(6)
24%

cricket

footy
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men’s 
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wellbeing
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strategic
planning

parks
manager
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arts

access

mayor

youth

envt
history/dogs

councillors

families
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consultants
& facilitators

Elected Members:

Hannah Fitzhardinge - Mayor

Cllr Fedele Carmada - Beaconsfield Ward apology

Cllr Geoff Graham - Beaconsfield Ward
Cllr Ben Lawver - Hilton Ward

Cllr Frank Mofflin - Hilton Ward
Cllr Andrew Sullivan - South Ward

City Officers:

Ryan Abbott - Manager Parks & Landscapes

Jeremy Macmath - Team Leader Place & Projects
Emily Parsons - Snr Landscape Architect Place & Projects

Kavi Guppta - Community Engagement Partner
Vikki Barlow - Manager Community Development apology

Erinn Litchfield - Comm Dev Officer - Health & Wellbeing
Patrick Ford - Manager Strategic Planning & City Design

Community:

Charne Hayden - Cultural Advisor apology

Olov Falkmer - A&I Advisor apology
Olive Bennet - Youth Advisor

Cynthia Mathelot - Advisor (Beaconsfield Precinct Group)
Dr Felicity Newman - Food Advisor (Hilton Precinct Group)

Hannah Hickling - History Advisor (family links) apology

Jo Smith - Arts Advisor (Circus WA) apology

Clubs:

Ben Meakins - President Freo City Dockers Jnr Football

Tony Estrano - President Freo City Football Club 
Simon Biersworth - Hilton Bicton Cricket Club apology

Scott McKenzie - Hilton Park Junior Cricket Club apology

Graeme Kibell - Hilton Park Bowling Club apology
Garvin Crozier - Fremantle Community Men’s Shed

Consultants - Urbis:

Danicia Quinlan - Director 
Engagement at Urbis

Tim Connoley -
Director Development 
Economics at Urbis

Simon Tiverios - Associate 
Director (Sports)

Lydia Algeri - Planning 
Assistant

Consultants - Realm:

Damien Pericles -
Founding Director

Consultants - Shape 
Urban:

Anna Kelderman -
Director

PWG
engagement

bowls

Who’s in the Room (name and role please)

Figure 1 PWG participants (source: City of Fremantle)
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2.3 Broad Community 
Engagement

2.3.1 Round�One�-�values�and�
aspirations

The purpose of this round of engagement 
is to bring the broader community into a 
discussion to seek preliminary feedback 
about who they are, how they use the park 
and their values and aspirations. 

This round introduces the project and builds 
awareness.

Engagement was undertaken via: 

 + Community BBQ drop in session (26 
August 2023)

 + Online interactive mapping

 + Meetings

 + Written feedback

Round One engagement was undertaken 
between 7 August and 3 September 2023.

2.3.2 Round�Two�-�Draft�themes,�vision�
and actions

The purpose of this round is to test the level 
of community support for the draft place 
themes, vision and actions.  

Engagement was undertaken via: 

 + Community drop in session (18 November 
2023)

 + Online survey

 + Written feedback

Round Two engagement was undertaken 
between 16 and 30 November 2023.

Round�Three�-�Draft�Place�Plan

The purpose of this round is to introduce the 
draft place plan and provide an opportunity 
for the community to provide feedback.

Methods to be updated following this round of 
engagement.

2.3.3 Round�Four�-�Draft�Master�Plan

The purpose of this round is to introduce the 
draft Master Plan and provide an opportunity 
for the community to provide feedback. 

Methods to be updated following this round of 
engagement.
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3. COMMUNICATION�METHODS
Communication is vital for any project to raise awareness, provide 
ongoing updates and sharing opportunities to participate in the project. 
Several communication methods were used for this project. 

3.1 Project web page 
A dedicated project page was established 
through the City’s MySay Freo site (Figure 2). 
The page was used to provide background 
information, frequently asked questions and 
opportunities to participate in consultation. 

3.2 City website 
Notices were published on the City’s 
website on 24 August 2023 to share project 
information and direct people to the MySay 
Freo page. 

3.3 Direct communication 
Approximately 300 flyers were distributed to 
properties 150 metres around the precinct, 
to advise them of the project. 

All community members who are registered 
on MySay Freo were sent information by 
email to advise them of the project and 
opportunities to get involved online and in 
person. 

3.4  Workshops
A community barbeque was hosted by the 
CIty on 26 August 2023 where the City and 
project team shared information about the 
project. 

3.5 Stakeholder and community 
meetings

A Project Working Group (PWG) has been 
established for the Precinct which includes 
members of the clubs on site. The PWG 
members have been provided an overview of 
the project and opportunities to contribute 
to the project. 

There are three dedicated opportunities in 
the project to engage with local Aboriginal 
Elders and share project information. 

3.6 Social media 
The City’s Facebook page was used to 
promote the project. A summary of the posts 
is outlined in Table 1. 
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Figure 2 MySay Freo project website 

Table�1� City�of�Fremantle��Facebook�Posts

Publication date Summary of content

Re
ac

ti
on

s

Co
m

m
en

ts

Sh
ar

es

11 August 2023 Creation of Hilton Park Precinct BBQ event. 2 0 0

23 August 2023 Promotion of the Hilton Park Precinct BBQ 
event. 3 0 5

25 August 2023 Promotion of the Hilton Park Precinct BBQ 
event. 12 3 2

28 August 2023 Thanking community members for attending 
the Hilton Park Precinct BBQ event. 10 2 0

13 November 2023 Promotion of community event 9 1 0

20 November 2023 Thanking community members for attending 
the Hilton Park Precinct BBQ event. 13 1 0

TOTAL 49 7 7

This table will be updated throughout the project. 
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4. ROUND�ONE�OUTCOMES�-
VALUES AND ASPIRATIONS

4.1 Engagement with local 
Aboriginal Elders 

A Walk on Country was held with  three 
Aboriginal Elders on 28 July 2023. 

The Walk on Country provided the Elders 
with the opportunity to share stories about 
the area and provide their feedback on their 
aspirations for the precinct. 

The Walk on Country suggested that there 
are no significant stories relating to this site. 
Notwithstanding, there is an assumption 
that further engagement needs to occur to 
confirm this, especially in the areas of the 
site where this is less disturbance of natural 
vegetation.

Participants spoke of a large Aboriginal 
community who live in the region and noted 
the connection to the nearby Fremantle 
Cemetery where many Aboriginal people are 
buried. As a result of this connection, the 
community often gathers for wakes in the 
local neighbourhood. 

It was suggested that a space, preferably 
undercover, would provide a space for large 
gatherings of family and friends and would 
be a positive opportunity for this precinct. 

4.2 Project Working Group - 
meeting 1 and 2

The PWG provides the project team a 
formal space to understand the clubs, site 
occupants and casual user groups current 
needs and aspirations for the future. 

The PWG is made up of participants as 
shown in Figure 1, which includes the various 
clubs on site, representatives from different 
community organisations and groups, 
Elected Members and CoF staff who will help 
to deliver the outcomes of the project and 
are experienced with the site.

During round one - preliminary engagement, 
the PWG met on two occassions.  

The first meeting of the PWG was held on 
23 June 2023 and explored the vision for 
the site and considered criteria by which a 
successful Place Plan and Master Plan might 
be measured.

The second meeting of the PWG was held on 
15 September 2023. The PWG were provided 
with an overview of the public consultation 
undertaken. The clubs were then asked to 
provide a brief description of their future 
needs and participate in scenario planning 
for the site with consideration of the 
different club needs. 

The summary report and minutes from 
meeting one and the minutes from meeting 
two, are shown in Appendix A. 

Early engagement with the community and key stakeholders ensures 
their values and aspirations are built into the plan from the start of the 
project. Feedback was sought through a range of methods. 
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4.3 Community barbecue drop in 
session

A community barbecue was held on Saturday 
26 August 2023, between 10am and 2pm at 
the Brad Hardie Pavilion. 

The format of the day was informal and 
allowed community members to drop in 
any time over the four hour period, speak to 
team members and provide their feedback 
on a series of posters. 

A free barbecue was provided by the City to 
encourage attendance and thank community 
members for their contribution. 

The session was attended by approximately 
150 community members, four consultant 
team members, approximately eight CoF 
staff and several Elected Members. 

The feedback provided was extremely 
positive and community members took 
their time providing detailed and considered 
feedback that will be highly beneficial for 
progressing the project. 

A series of posters were developed to 
provide project background information, 
seek feedback on how people currently use 
the space, the existing buildings and their 
perspective of potential treatments and 
amenities that could be included on the site 
in the future. 

Ideas were voted on by placing a sticky dot 
on the idea. One gold dot was provided to 
attendees which represented their number 
one priority for the site. 

The following pages provides a high level 
summary of the feedback. All verbatim 
comments provided on the day are outlined 
in Appendix B. 

Bottom image credit: City of Fremantle Facebook
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4.3.1 How�the�community�use�the�
Precinct

To understand how the community use the 
Precinct, a coloured dot system was used to 
identify the activity and where people do it. 
For the purpose of considering the feedback, 
the Table 2 groups the different areas of the 
Precinct and the number of dots for each 
activity and area is outlined in Table 2.

The most common activity throughout the 
Precinct was dog walking. This predominately 
occurred on Ken Allen Reserve. 

Walking commonly occurred on Dick 
Lawrence Reserve, followed by Peace Park 
and Ken Allen Reserve. 

Play was most common at Dick Lawrence 
which is to be expected given the presence 
of the playground. 

Playing sport and socialising most commonly 
occurred in the Bowling Club area and most 
people rest at Dick Lawrence. 

Other commonly raised comments included: 

 + Fenced dog area 

 + More trees

 + Better connections to facilities/structures

Figure 3 Areas for activity groupings

5. Ken�Allen�
Reserve area

6.�Hilton�Park�
(south)

3.�Bowling�
Club/Men’s�
Shed area

1.�Dick�Lawrence 
and surrounds 

2. Peace 
Park�and�

surrounds 

4.�Hilton�
Park�(mid)

Table�2� How�people�use�the�site

Activity  Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 Area 5 Area 6 TOTAL

Walk 8 6 0 3 6 5 28

Walk your dog 5 6 1 3 12 7 34

Play 7 5 0 0 4 2 18

Play sport 5 0 7 4 1 5 22

Socialise 6 2 10 3 4 0 25

Rest 5 0 0 2 1 0 8

TOTAL 36 19 18 15 28 19 135
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4.3.2 Existing�buildings�

To understand the community’s aspirations 
for the existing buildings on site, feedback 
was sought on the six buildings in the 
precinct, specifically whether they should be 
improved, expanded or changed.

Ken�Allen�Pavilion

12 comments were made and three gold 
dots placed in relation to Ken Allen Pavilion.  
The recurrent feedback included:

 + Refurbish/replace/update etc.  

Alastair�Mackay�Pavilion/Fremantle�City�
Football�Club�(FCFC)

Ten comments were made in relation to 
Alastair Mackay Pavilion/FCFC.  The key 
themes included:

 + Upgrade car parking area.

Fremantle�Men’s�Community�Shed

Two comments were made and one dot and 
one gold dot placed in relation to Fremantle 
Men’s Community Shed.  The key themes 
included:

 + Women’s shed and shared men/women 
sessions.

Brad�Hardie�Pavilion

Six comments were made and three dots 
and two gold dots placed in relation to Brad 
Hardie Pavilion.  The key themes included:

 + Toilets - update and open for public. 
Existing public toilets are not great. 

Change rooms

Nine comments were made and five dots 
and two gold dots placed in relation to 
change rooms.  The key themes included:

 + Female change rooms required. 

 + Upgrades needed.

Hilton�Park�Bowling�Club

18 comments were made and two dots and 
nine gold dots placed in relation to Hilton 
Park Bowling Club.  The key themes included:

 + Requires updating. 

 + Great social, inclusive atmosphere. 

 + Supports bands/music. 

 + Great place for children and adults. 

4.3.3 New�buildings�or�pavilions

There were eight options presented for new 
buildings or pavilions. 

A total of 66 regular votes and 25 gold votes 
were made. Based on the votes, there was a 
strong preference for: 

 + New distributed smaller, Individual 
pavilions (highest gold vote) (18% of total 
votes)

 + Non sporting community uses (shared 
creative space shown) (16%)

 + Building & spaces for cultural events (14%)

 + Decentralised toilets + community shelter 
/ event space (13%)

27 comments were provided and the 
recurrent feedback raised include:

 + Permanent cafe

 + Women’s shed facilities 

 + More barbecues

 + More toilets

Note: The percentage shown in brackets is the number of 
regular and gold votes as a percentage of the total votes 
for that poster theme. 
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4.3.4 Pathways and movement

There were eight options presented for 
pathways and movement. 

A total of 121 regular votes and eight gold 
votes were made. Based on the votes, there 
was a strong preference for: 

 + Perimeter fitness loop (22%)

 + Explorative (21%)

16 comments were provided and the 
recurrent feedback raised include:

 + Skate park

4.3.5 Level�change

There were six options presented for 
pathways and movement. 

A total of 79 regular votes and 13 gold votes 
were made. Based on the votes, there was a 
strong preference for: 

 + Play amongst the trees (33%)

 + Natural/ecological zones (20%)

22 comments were provided and the 
recurrent feedback raised include:

 + Fenced playground

 + Remove xylophone 

 + Obstacle course 

 + More trees

4.3.6 Water treatment

There were six options presented for 
pathways and movement. 

A total of 84 regular votes and seven gold 
votes were made. Based on the votes, there 
was a strong preference for: 

 + Permeable paving to carparks (25%)

 + Rain gardens with integrated seating and 
walkways (23%)

 + Access for play (20%)

16 comments were provided and the 
recurrent feedback raised include:

 + Skate park

 + Concerns around use of chemicals for 
weed management

4.3.7 Activation

There were 15 options presented for 
pathways and movement. 

A total of 200 regular votes and 37 gold votes 
were made. Based on the votes, there was a 
strong preference for: 

 + Habitat creation (13%)

 + Pop up event (11%)

 + Dedicated dog agility spaces (9%)

75 comments were provided and the 
recurrent feedback raised include:

 + Off lead dog areas are highly valued

 + Fenced off lead dog areas

 + Lighting

Note: The percentage shown in brackets is the number of 
regular and gold votes as a percentage of the total votes 
for that poster theme. 
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4.3.8 Additional�feedback�

In addition to the more specific feedback 
requested, the community were able to 
provide general feedback on a number of 
posters, including one large map of the site. 
Several children provided feedback on the 
large map (Figure 4). Some of the recurrent 
comments include: 

 + More trees

 + More toilets 

 + Safer, well maintained  
toilets 

 + Tennis 

 + Food and beverage 

 + Water park, pond, pool

 + Mini golf

 + Playground

 + Skate park

 + Better parking

 + Zip line

Figure 4 Drop in session - large 
map with feedback 
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4.4 Online mapping 
An interactive map was available on MySay 
Freo between 7 August and 3 September 
2023. Feedback was shared by ‘pinning’ a 
comment to the map about:

83 comments were received, from 39 people 
(Figure 5).

The comments were broken down into: 

 + 32 (38.5%) ‘Something I like to do here’ 
comments

 + 35 (42.2%) ‘Something I can’t do now but 
would like to’ comments

 + 16 (19.3%) ‘Something important to me’ 
comments

For the purpose of considering the 
comments, the feedback has been 
considered spatially across five distinct areas 
of the Hilton Park Precinct. 

A summary of the feedback is provided 
below with all verbatim comments provided 
in Appendix C. 

4.4.1 Dick�Lawrence�Oval�and�
surrounds

Something�I�like�to�do�here

 + Meet people in the shady area.

 + Play disc golf. Additional 9 holes would be 
good.

 + Undercover area for scooting. 

 + Park is fun for the family.

 + Watching the children play football and 
cricket.

 + Exercise and ability to use undercover in 
winter.

 + Path along the north and east sides. 
Would love it to go all the way around. 

 + Walk the dog.

Something�I�can’t�do�now�but�would�like�to

 + Continue bike path around perimeter

 + Toilets near the playground.

 + Cricket nets.

 + Upgrade parking surface and traffic speed 
control (Walton Way).

Something important to me 

 + Access to wide spaces for kids and dogs to 
run free and explore. 

 + Walk the dog, use playground and play 
frisbee golf. 

 + Better ambulance access along northern 
border

Figure 5 MySay Freo interactive map 
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4.4.2 Peace�Park�and�surrounds

Something�I�like�to�do�here

 + Play disc golf. Would be great to expand to 
18 holes.

 + Great spot for small skate park, pump 
track or BMX track. 

Something�I�can’t�do�now�but�would�like�to

 + Enclosed dog area. 

 + Off dog lead area with dog playground 
infrastructure.

 + Skate park or pump track

 + Path with more trees and plants or 
creative play for the kids. 

Something important to me 

 + Enclosed off lead dog area. 

 + Natural bushland. 

 + Disc golf around the perimeter is a good 
example of threading activity. 

4.4.3 Running, walking, riding tracks 
throughout the park and around 
perimeter. 

4.4.4 Bowling�Club/Men’s�Shed�area

Something�I�can’t�do�now�but�would�like�to

 + Continuous bike track around park. 

 + Upgrade vehicle entrance. 

 + Beach volleyball or futsal fields on unused 
bowling greens. 

 + Expand club facilities with food options, 
playground and family friendly area.

 + Bowling club could be a great community 
space for activities e.g. meeting, art space, 
yoga. 

 + 5 a side mini pitches with lighting and turf. 

 + Consider a consolidated facility. 

 + Table tennis.

Something important to me 

 + Like having space for different social 
activities. 

4.4.5 Improve access and parking on Walton 
Way. 

4.4.6 Ken�Allen�Reserve�area

Something�I�like�to�do�here

 + Highly valued space for dog walking. 

 + Walkway between Ken Allen and Playing 
fields (could be improved). 

Something�I�can’t�do�now�but�would�like�to

 + Ability to access: 

 + The building for community use. 

 + The area for community club use.

 + The ovals for more permanent AFL 
training and games.

 + Bike path around whole park.

 + BMX or mountain bike park. 

Something important to me

 + Ability to walk dog off leash. 

 + Equity of use: 

 + For all community, not just sports

 + Local community sport not just 
commercial enterprise. 

 + Multi-use/ community structures 
would be better than sport pavilion. 

 + More communal/shared facilities for 
variety of sports. 

 + Greater variety of trees and shrubs.

 + Better connectivity across existing oval 
spaces. 
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4.4.7 Hilton�Park�Playing�Fields�area�
(mid and south)

Something�I�like�to�do�here

 + Watching/supporting kids with cricket 
training and spending time at the new 
nets. 

 + Dog walking. 

 + Junior players training and playing for a 
community club.

 + Play soccer/football, watch kids and 
husband play soccer/football

Something�I�can’t�do�now�but�would�like�to

 + Path around perimeter for walking/bike.

 + More bins.

 + Lighting to watch night games.

 + Turf and light small area north of Alastair 
Mackay Pavilion

Something important to me 

 + Repair fence

 + Ability to meet friends and walk dog. 

 + Off lead dog area.

 + Ability to play football (children and 
adults).

 + More adequate facilities (spectator 
grandstand, clubhouse and change room 
refurbishment) to accommodate growth 
in football. 

4.5 Written feedback 
In addition to the online and in-person 
activities undertaken, a four of written 
comments were provided. The key matters 
raised in the feedback were: 

 + Concerns around infections from dog poo. 

 + Desire for the park to be safe - 
consideration of tree planting heights and 
dark corners with no lighting. 

 + Concerns around late night noise and 
illegal trail/dirt bikes. 

 + Consideration of Indigenous name or 
female name for the park. 

 + Consideration of fenced dog area. 

 + Enclose play area to protect from dogs 
and nearby road. 

 + Play area could be larger. 

 + More large shady trees

 + Outdoor exercise equipment. 

 + Sculptures. 

 + More wildlife habitat. 

 + Tables and benches. 

 + Consider a regulation sized basketball 
court.
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4.6 Preliminary engagement 
summary

The community have provided a 
considerable amount of feedback in this first 
round of engagement. 

On a whole, the feedback provided was 
highly positive and the community highly 
value the space for community and 
recreational use, specifically dog walking, 
playing and watching sport and socialising at 
the Bowls Club.

The summary below outlines the key ideas 
raised during the consultation (both online 
and in-person). The ‘preference’ relates to 
the drop-in session ideas that were voted on 
using dots. ‘Considerations’ relates to various 
other matters that were commonly raised in 
written comments.

Buildings�(existing�and�new)

 + Preference for: 

 + Building & spaces for cultural events

 + Non sporting community uses (shared 
creative space shown)

 + New distributed smaller, Individual 
pavilions (highest gold vote)

 + Consideration for:

 + Women’s shed space

 + Cafe 

 + More and improved toilets 

 + Toilets near playground

 + Female change rooms 

 + Equitable spaces for different 
community and sporting groups

 + Upgrading and updating:

 + Ken Allen Pavilion 

 + Change rooms

 + Bowling Club

Movement

 + Preference for: 

 + Explorative spaces

 + Perimeter fitness loop

 + Consideration for:

 + Path for walking and cycling around 
entire precinct

Level�change

 + Preference for: 

 + Play amongst the trees

 + Natural/ecological zones

Water�treatment/Environment�

 + Preference for: 

 + Permeable paving to carparks

 + Rain gardens with integrated seating 
and walkways

 + Access for play

 + Consideration for:

 + More trees

 + Concerns raised from use of chemicals 
for weed management

Activation 

 + Preference for: 

 + Habitat creation

 + Pop up events

 + Dedicated dog agility spaces

 + Imaginative play

 + Consideration for:

 + Off lead dog area (fenced and 
unfenced) 

 + Lighting 

 + Disc golf expansion 

 + Skate park/pump track 

 + Fenced playground
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4.7 Next steps
The next round of engagement is to test the 
level of community support for the draft 
place themes, vision and actions.

Based on the feedback from the consultation 
the following vision and actions should be 
considered.   

Vision 

 + Inclusive and shared community space 

 + Passive and active recreation for all 
members of the community 

 + A place for everyone; safe and inclusive

 + Connected space 

 + Environmentally and economically 
sustainable

 + Build a place identity

 + World class facilities; premier facilities for 
each sport

 + Activated 24/7

 + Place for dogs

Other uses to consider on the site

 + 18 hole disc golf (rather than nine)

 + Larger basketball court 

 + Fenced dog space 

 + Community uses

 + Table tennis 

 + Skate park 

Facility�Aspirations�

 + World class facilities

 + New and improved toilets 

 + Female change rooms 

 + Spaces for community and cultural events 
or gatherings

 + Women’s shed (more inclusive Community 
Shed)
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5. ROUND�TWO�OUTCOMES�-
DRAFT�THEMES,�VISION�AND
ACTIONS
The next step in the planning for Hilton Park 
is to establish the principles that will drive 
future development and use of the Hilton 
Park Precinct. To do this the project team 
considered: 

+ Analysis of the site and background
information;

+ Feedback from existing Groups and Clubs;

+ Feedback from the community

From this, five ‘place themes’ were developed 
that will provide the foundation of the Place 
Plan and Master Plan.

1. Sense of Home

2. A contemporary park enriched in legacy

3. Focussed on community connection

4. Village in a village

5. A place of leaders

Within each place theme, several actions 
were created.

The purpose of the second round of 
engagement was to seek feedback on the 
draft place theme and understand the level 
of support for the place theme actions. 
Engagement during this phase included: 

+ PWG Meeting 3

+ A community drop-in session (18
November 2023)

+ An online survey (16 - 30 November 2023)

+ The ability for the community to provide
written feedback

+ Individual meetings with on site
stakeholders to confirm user needs

5.1 PWG Meeting 3
The third PWG meeting was held on 13 
December 2023. The purpose of the meeting 
was to:

+ Provide an overview of the public
engagement undertaken;

+ Provide an update on the Place Plan,
themes and actions; and

+ Discuss spatial layouts for the site based
on prioritising various user needs.

The group were asked to consider the draft 
vision and three place principles (previously 
five place themes that were consolidated 
following public consultation). Some of the 
feedback included: 

+ Mixed views on the name of the park -
some suggesting that Hilton Park isn’t
memorable to people, whereas to some
of the sporting clubs, Hilton Park is well
known. There could be an opportunity to
link the name to its history.

+ Use of the word ‘community’ gives the
perception that there is less importance
on the sporting clubs.

+ Ensuring accessibility by all users e.g.
those who use travel to Hilton Park using
different modes of movement, pathways
in and around the park and for all
genders.

+ Opportunity for quiet nooks/spaces and
for performance, art and culture.

+ Consideration of lighting.

The PWG considered six spatial layouts 
that aimed to prioritise different outcomes 
based on the needs analysis. The majority 
of attendees felt that one layout shown was 
superior, as it allowed for continued use by 
all clubs.  

The meeting minutes are available in 
Appendix D.
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5.2 Community Drop-in Session 
A breakfast community drop-in session 
was held on Saturday 18 November 2023, 
between 8:30am - 11:30am, at Hilton Park.

The session was attended by approximately 
100 community members. 

Feedback was being sought on:

 + The draft vision 

 + The draft place themes and associated 
actions 

 + A site sketch of ideas 

5.2.1 Draft�Vision

A draft ision was developed for Hilton Park 
Precinct and shared with the community.  Six 
comments (shown verbatim in Appendix E) 
were made on the draft vision.  The key 
matters raised in the comments were: 

 + The importance of the natural 
environment;

 + The importance of providing for, or 
managing, dogs in the park;

 + The connections through thge suburb 
provided by the park;

 + Concerns regarding the use of chemicals 
on the grass. 

5.2.2 Draft�Place�Themes�

To seek the level of support for the draft 
actions associated with each place theme, 
attendees were asked to vote on each action 
on a scale from ‘strongly support’ to ‘strongly 
oppose‘.

The vote tallies and all individual comments 
are provided in Appendix E.

Place�Theme�1:�Sense�of�home

All eight actions had 75% or more strong 
support/support. 

Nine comments were provided for this place 
theme.  

Place�Theme�2:�A�contemporary�park�
enriched�by�legacy

All nine actions had 75% or more strong 
support/support. 

Nine comments were provided for this 
place theme. There were several comments 
suggesting greater than 30% canopy cover. 

Place�Theme�3:�Focussed�on�community�
connection

All six actions had 75% or more strong 
support/support. 

Seven comments were provided for this 
place theme. 

The action to ‘explore a permanent café 
or food van setup’, was mostly strongly 
supported/supported however it did have 
some divergent views shown below. 

 + Strongly support: 57%

 + Support: 18% 

 + Neutral: 21% 

 + Strongly oppose: 4% 

Those that had strong opposition to this 
action suggested allowing one of the sportsd 
clubs to be the provider of a cafe or food 
van. 

It is noted that no investigation has been 
undertaken to determine if a cafe/food van 
is feasible for the site or where the ideal 
location for it would be. As per the draft 
action, this would need to be explored. 
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Place�Theme�4:�Village�in�a�village

Place theme 4 had the greatest divergence 
in responses. The tally results are shown in 
Table 3 with the percentage response. 

Action 3 and 6 had 75% or more strong 
support/support .  Action 1 and 2 had 50% or 
more strong support/support. 

The majority of respondents were neutral 
towards action 4 to ‘maintain a consistent 
material and furniture palette’ and action 5 
to ‘Establish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park 
to ensure the look and feel is cohesive’. This 
suggest that having a consistent look and 
feel for the infrastructure and branding is not 
essential to the community.

It is possible that cohesive and consistent 
matierials, fixtures, furniture, signage and 
branding will have a positive impact if 
presented; potentially being an outcome that 
is better experienced that described. 

10 comments were provided for this place 
theme. The key matters raised included: 

 + Providing a more central community 
space. 

 + Strong opposition to more light pollution 
and  concerns raised for the birds and 
possums. (Note: this comment was not 
reflected in voting)

Place�Theme�5:�A�place�of�leaders
Six of the eight actions had 75% or more 
strong support/support. The other two 
actions had more than 50% strong support/
support. 

The action with the most divergent views 
was ‘Establish quarterly meetings for site-wide 
collaboration’.

 + Strongly support: 28%

 + Support: 33% 

 + Neutral: 33% 

 + Oppose: 6% 

Eight comments were provided for this place 
theme. 

Table�3� Place�Theme�4�voting�Tallies�

Proposed actions Strongly 
support Support Neutral Oppose Strongly 

oppose

1. Provide dedicated clubrooms for each 
major sporting club 30% 25% 45% 0% 0%

2. Establish a CCTV program for safety 37% 27% 23% 13% 0%

3. Ensure well-lit key destinations for safety 
at night 75% 25% 0% 0% 0%

4. Maintain a consistent material and 
furniture palette 5% 40% 55% 0% 0%

5. Establish a site-wide brand for Hilton 
Park to ensure the look and feel is cohesive 21% 26% 53% 0% 0%

6. Develop a comprehensive and 
coordinated event plan 35% 43% 22% 0% 0%
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5.2.3 Sketch�of�Ideas�

To allow the community to understand how 
the actions and ideas might be considered 
spatially on the site, a sketched up map of 
the site was prepared (Figure 6). 

The community were able to view the ideas 
and provide their feedback. The ideas 
included:  

 + Major connections around the perimeter 
of the site and through the centre (north-
south) up to Walton Way. 

 + Areas of planting and habitat surrounding 
existing sporting ovals. 

 + Identification of new or upgraded 
buildings. 

 + Identification of difference functions/uses/
programs on the site. 

 + Identification of path and trails.

 + Drainage areas

 + Areas of parking 

All written comments are provided verbatim 
in Appendix E. The key themes raised were: 

 + Importance of providing accessible 
connections in line with Disability 
Discrimination Act. 

 + Consideration of fencing - along roads and 
maintain around dog exercise area. 

 + Consideration of safety - e.g. associated 
with roads and car movement, areas of 
parking, need for lighting and need for 
fencing.  

 + Consideration of disc golf and avoiding 
other uses through the course (e.g. fenced 
dog park or gathering space) . 

 + Consideration of play spaces e.g. fencing 
the playground, providing water play, 
options for play at the southern end of the 
park, its size.

 + Consideration for youth zone to include 
tennis, upgraded basketball and more 
vegetation. 

 + Importance of the off lead dog area at Ken 
Allen Oval and support to maintain a large 
fenced dog exercise area.

 + Consideration of other activities e.g. table 
tennis, tennis, skating, full basketball, 
music amphitheatre.  
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Figure 6 Community drop-in session sketch of ideas
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5.3 Draft value and themes 
survey 

In addition to the community drop-in 
session, a survey on the draft vision and 
actions was made available on MySayFreo 
between 16 - 30 November 2023. 

25 responses were received. The following 
provides a summary of the key matters that 
were raised in relation to the vision and place 
themes and actions. All verbatim comments 
are provided in Appendix F.

Draft�vision�

Respondents were asked to share their ideas 
on the draft vision. 

 + Most respondents agreed with or 
supported the vision. 

 + Importance of disc golf at Hilton Park.

 + Suggested inclusion of table tennis.

For each of the five place themes and 
associated actions, respondents were asked 
what their views were and if there was 
anything they would suggest. 

The following outlines the key matters that 
were raised for each of the five draft place 
themes. 

Draft�Place�Theme�1:�Sense�of�home 

 + Strong support for 18-hole disc golf 
(expanded from current nine). 

 + Suggested inclusion of cafe/bar. 

 + Support catering for different sports. 

 + Comments relating to fencing e.g. support 
to maintain existing and complete fencing 
at Ken Allen, and consideration of fencing 
for part of Dick Lawrence. 

 + Suggested amendment to sub-theme text: 
remove reference to Saturday and change 
to weekend. 

Draft�Place�Theme�2:�A�contemporary�park�
enriched�by�legacy 

 + Support for fauna boxes .

 + Support for improved accessibility.

 + Support for increased tree canopy. 

 + Support for more water stations. 

 + Suggested inclusion of sustainable design 
in buildings eg. Water catchment and 
storage, green star and solar panels. 

Draft�Place�Theme�3:�Focussed�on�
community connection

 + Support for indoor sports venue. 

 + Consideration for non-sport users on site. 

 + Consideration of permanent cafe or cafe 
space incorporated into club facilities. 

Draft�Place�Theme�4:�Village�in�a�village�
 + Support for park being well lit. 

 + Support for table tennis being included on 
site.

 + Support for dedicated clubrooms.

Draft�Place�Theme�5:�A�places�of�leaders�
 + Consideration of sustainability measures 
such as EV charging, building equipped 
with renewable energy sources, 
community battery to harvest unused 
output from PV installations. 

There were very few comments on Draft 
Place Theme 5.  

It is noted that a number of submissions 
included support for table tennis to be 
located on site across each of the themes. 
It has been reported in this section against 
Draft Place Theme 4 which refers to 
dedicated clubrooms.
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Respondents were asked to rank the five 
place themes in order of most favourable 
to least favourable. The weighted results 
are shown in  Figure 7 , which shows the 
most favourable place theme is number 3 - 
focussed on community connection. 

56% of respondents selected Place Theme 3 
as their most favourable (Table 4), followed 
by Place Theme 1. 

Table�4� Most�Favourable�Place�Theme�
(ranked�first)�

Place�theme Count Percentage

1 7 28%

2 1 4%

3 14 56%

4 2 8%

5 1 4%

 

5.4 Written comments
One written comment was submitted to the 
City. The key comments raised were: 

 + Need for exercise circuits of differing age 
and  abilities.

 + Fence entire park. 

 + Skate/basketball/ bike pump track. 

 + Security cameras if necessary. 

 + Drainage considerations.

Figure 7 Ranking of Place Themes (lowest number is closer to a ranking of most important)
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5.5 Round two engagement summary and recommendations
Table 5 provides a summary of the commonly raised ideas and comments from the public engagement. The table also includes recommended changes to the existing place themes and actions, proposed new 
actions and justification for the recommended change. Changes are shown in underline (new text) and strikethrough (proposed to be deleted). 

Table�5� Round two engagement summary 

Draft�vision�and�place�themes Commonly�raised�feedback Recommended amendments Justification�for�recommended�change

Vision

 + Importance of natural environment 

 + Importance of dogs

 + Importance of disc golf at Hilton Park

Nil The vision was well supported during the engagement. No 
amendments are proposed. 

Place Theme 1: Sense of home 

 + Strong support for the inclusion of table 
tennis facility and 18-hole disc golf. 

 + Suggested inclusion of cafe/bar. 

 + Comments relating to fencing

Amend existing sub-theme: 

 + Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved 
and meaningful rituals of the community. From walking 
the same path, to playing sport every week Saturday 
morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense 
of belonging and ‘home’.

Remove reference to Saturday morning as the park is used 
consistently at other times in the week, not just Saturday or just on 
weekends. E.g. Disc golf meet every Wednesday evening. 

Amend existing action 

 + Provide a diverse range of recreational opportunities 
both formal and informal (including Soccer, Australian 
Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, 
Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball sports court, fitness 
loops and path networks etc)

Removing reference to specific recreation activities provides greater 
flexibility to consider other activities that may not have been 
considered. Naming activities gives the impression that activities 
outside those listed, are not appropriate for the site.  The action 
should remain open and flexible to adapt to the needs of the 
community. 

Amend existing actions

 + Explore opportunities to expand the a gender-inclusive 
community Shed.

The Fremantle Community Shed currently provides opportunities 
for women to participate in activities at set times during the week. 
However there is an opportunity to expand on this, potentially 
providing a space that enables greater participation for women 
- whether that be associated with the current space or a new 
space.  The amendment to this action acknowledges the current 
gender inclusivity of the Men’s Shed, however proposes to explore 
expanding opportunities for women.  
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Table�5� Round two engagement summary 

Draft�vision�and�place�themes Commonly�raised�feedback Recommended amendments Justification�for�recommended�change

Place Theme 2: A contemporary 
park enriched by legacy

 + Support for fauna boxes .

 + Support for improved accessibility.

 + Support for increased tree canopy 
and suggestions for greater than 30% 
coverage. 

 + Support for more water stations. 

 + Suggested inclusion of sustainable 
design in buildings 

 + Less use of chemicals/spray/pesticides.

Amend existing actions

 + Increase tree canopy to 30%

 + Safeguard, and enhance and increase existing tree 
canopy to 30%. 

There are two actions relating to tree canopy. It is suggested that 
these can be combined. 

Some of the community expressed a desire for the canopy cover to 
be greater than 30%. This will need to be considered in conjunction 
with the needs analysis and the space required to support the 
sporting clubs. 

Place Theme 3: Focussed on 
community connection

 + Support for table tennis. 

 + Support for indoor sports venue. 

 + Consideration for non-sport users on 
site. 

 + Consideration of permanent cafe or 
cafe space incorporated into club 
facilities. 

Amend existing sub-theme: 

 + More than Sport - Hilton Park will offer a diverse range of 
community and recreation opportunities, balancing the 
needs to the community and sporting clubs.

During the consultation, several community members raised the 
importance of the non-sport users on site. Whilst Hilton Park will 
primarily remain a recreational space, this change captures the 
opportunities to consider non-sporting activities. 

Amend existing action

 + Explore opportunities and potential location for a 
permanent café or food van setup

This provides further clarification around the need to investigate the 
option for a cafe or food van. The idea was supported throughout 
the consultation, however the form in which it could be delivered (ie. 
standalone, in conjunction with a club, or food van), is unknown

New action 

 + Maintain a fenced, off-lead dog exercise area.

The importance of the off-lead dog exercise area on Ken Allen 
Oval was raised throughout the consultation. This space  provides 
community connection amongst dog owners and should be 
maintained. 

New action

 + Investigate an indoor venue on the site. 

During the consultation, suggestions were made for an indoor venue 
that could be used for sports or community groups. To determine if 
an indoor venue is feasible, it would need to be further investigated.  
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Table�5� Round two engagement summary 

Draft�vision�and�place�themes Commonly�raised�feedback Recommended amendments Justification�for�recommended�change

Place Theme 4: Village in a 
village

 + Support for park being well lit. 

 + Support for table tennis.

 + Support for dedicated clubrooms.

 + Consideration of the impact of light 
pollution on wildlife. 

Proposed new action 

 + Investigate areas of new fencing to improve safety for 
users of the park

Several community members raised the need for fencing to improve 
safety. This included:

 + At the playground - as a barrier to the road, but also for dogs in 
the playground

 + A complete fencing around Ken Allen to stop dogs being able to 
run on to the road. 

 + Along Carrington Street, as a barrier to the road. 

 + A net to stop balls being kicked over Jeffery Street into 
neighbouring properties.

Whilst it may not be possible to consider fencing in all of these 
places, this action would provide the opportunity to investigate 
where it may be appropritate, particuarly to improve safety of the 
park users. 

New action 

 + Investigate a shared facility on site. 

During consultation there were suggestions to considered shared 
facilities or community facilities. This would need to be further 
investigated. 

Place Theme 5: A places of 
leaders

 + Consideration of sustainability 
measures

Amend action

 + Consider opportunities for sustainability measures on 
site including electric vehicle/scooter charging station, 
community batteries, solar power, water storage, 

 + Explore public electric vehicle charging stations

Several community members recommended different sustainability 
measures that could be incorporated across the site. Rather than 
specifically mentioning one (EV charging) the action has been 
amended to broaden the range of sustainability initiatives that could 
be considered across the site. 
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ROUND THREE 
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6. ROUND�THREE�OUTCOMES�-�
DRAFT�PLACE�PLAN

To be updated following round three 
engagement.
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7
ROUND FOUR 
OUTCOMES 
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7. ROUND�FOUR�OUTCOMES�-�
DRAFT�MASTER�PLAN

To be updated following round four 
engagement.
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ENGAGEMENT 
EVUALTION  
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8. ENGAGEMENT EVALUATION 

Evaluating community engagement involves 
assessing the quality of the engagement 
process. 

It seeks to measure how well the 
engagement process was planned, 
implemented and managed and informs 
continuous improvement of the engagement 
approach. 

Table 6 provides an overview of the 
engagement levels for the project to date. 
This table will be updated following the 
formal engagement. 

Table�6� Engagement�Evaluation�

Measurement Target Actual

Engagement Activities 

 + Number attending in-person engagement events 100 ~210*

 + In-person engagement activities 65% satisfied or 
very satisfied TBD

 + Number participating in surveys/activities 250 219*

 + Online engagement activities 65% satisfied or 
very satisfied TBD

Website (MySay)

 + Total visits 1,500 1,300*

 + Engaged visitors 200 64*

 + Informed visitors 400 393*

 + Aware visitors 1,200 913*

 + Stakeholder project interest registrations 100 TBD

Social Media

 + Total interactions (reactions, comments and shares) 500 63*

*As at round two engagement. Table will be updated throughout the project. 
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TRENDS ON THE 
HORIZON Busy all week

More than 
sport: a greater 

purpose

Technology, 
intentionality and 

specialisation

Inclusive, 
flexible, 
diverse

Accessible and 
visible

Value from the 
whole, not the 

parts

Relevant to 
local 

audience

Environmental 
quality and 

performance 

Source: Australian Sports Commission and CSIRO



A variety of locations  and 
experiences  to support 
convenience, functionality and 
wellbeing. 

A true coming together of 
people, place and technology.

WORK 
FROM HOME
Limited travel
Increased pressure 
on local facilities

LOCAL 
COMMUNITY HUBS
Short commute, 
atmosphere 
and services

ON DEMAND 
 EVENT SPACE
• Flexible touch down 

and meeting spaces

• Accessible and 
memorable locations

THIRD PLACES IN CITY
• Sustenance – coffee,

food & beverages
• Gathering spaces

CLUB 
MANAGEMENT
• Technology

• Training

• Uniforms

• Value add to 
members

CORE FACILITIES
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
• Facilities
• Collaboration
• Learning

• Mentoring
• Innovation
• Connection to culture

Source: Adopted from Cushman & Wakefield 2020
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TRENDS - BIG CHANGES | IMPACTING SPORTS, RECREATION, COMMUNITY FACILITIES



TRENDS | MEGA TRENDS

Source: Australian Sports Commission and CSIRO

In December 2022, six additional mega trends were identified within The Future of Australian Sport report prepared by CSIRO. The mega trends will impact the makeup of 
sport in Australia over the next 30 years. Importantly, these trends will also be relevant and critical for future planning and consideration of facilities within the City of 
Fremantle. The mega trends re-iterate the importance of health and wellbeing, inclusivity, community and the need for having a balanced lifestyle. 

NEW HORIZONS
Science and technology changing the game

New technologies and advances in areas of 
technical expertise that support the 
enhancement of performance (including but not 
limited to human physiology, nutrition, 
psychology, engineering and materials science) 
are now changing the game in sports. 

THE NEXT ARENA
The rise of entertainment sports

Over the coming decade, we will see more 
sporting organisations and products compete for 
a share of national and global audiences. As a 
result, both established sporting codes and 
sports new to these markets will consider how to 
engage contemporary consumers and adjust 
their view of spectators to take advantage of the 
increasingly dynamic and diverse global media 
landscape.

THE PERFECT PIVOT
Adapting in an uncertain world

Uncertainty will affect all sports, including event 
planning, infrastructure design and the types of 
sports that can be played in certain seasons. 
This megatrend is far broader than just sport but 
has relevance to a sector with multiple points of 
exposure to geopolitical, extreme climate and 
pandemic-related risks. Australian sporting 
organisations will need to be flexible and 
ingenious over the coming decades. 

ESCALATE THE EXERCISE
New pathways to sport

There has been a rise in participation in non-
organized activities such as walking, running, 
cycling and gym-based fitness following the 
pandemic, social distancing, home isolation, the 
rise in home based gyn equipment, fitness apps 
and wearable technologies. 
In addition, the rise of non organized and 
extreme sports including skateboarding, pump 
tracks and rock climbing.

MIND THE GAP
Bringing Australia together across 
generational and societal divides

Sports organisations can champion positive 
change across society and will play a unique role 
in broader societal change and help bridge the 
gaps between demographic groups. Sport will 
provide a sense of common purpose, identity 
and belonging to Australians from many different 
backgrounds, genders and abilities. 

FAIRPLAY
Safe, sustainable and inclusive for all

Organised sports will transform and reflect 
changes in the increasing diversity in Australia’s 
demographic profile and social value shifts. 
Sports organisations will  be faced with even 
stronger social licence obligations and will seek 
well informed practices to encourage diversity, 
inclusivity and fairplay, and offer athletes more 
choice, advocacy and individual expression. 
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TRENDS | POST COVID-19 

Source: AusPlay

Young Australians 
Children are particularly 

susceptible to the impacts of 
restrictions on organised sport. 

Older Australians
 The high-risk group has been 

more active during the 
pandemic. 

Women 
Women continued to be more 

likely to participate in 
recreational activities than 

organised sport. 

People with a disability
Experienced increased barriers to 
participation, with limited alternative 
options available. 

Recreational activity and social 
sport 
Social and recreational activities 
grew in popularity, particularly with 
men who were less likely to 
participate in these types of activities 
prior to the pandemic. 

Mental wellbeing 
Sport can play a role in supporting mental wellbeing, 
which was negatively affected during social restrictions. 

Financial wellbeing
People facing financial hardship may 
reduce spending on club memberships, 
which will impact not-for-profit 
organisations and clubs’ ability to 
provide services.
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TRENDS - CONSIDERATIONS | FUTURE TRENDS TO ACCOMMODATE IN HILTON PARK PRECINCT

*As presented by Simon Tiverios (Urbis) during the Engagement Roundtable PWG Meeting 1

LANDSCAPE INTERFACES
Requires consideration of heat islands, turf fertiliser, 
water zoning and native vegetation for softer areas. 

SPORTING CLUBS – ONE FACILITY
One central facility provides economies of scale but 
requires governance model to ensure each club has 
its own identity, recognised history, ability to provide 
member benefits and generate revenue (e.g. bar, 
merchandise, canteen, etc.)

SUSTAINABILITY OF FACILITIES
Economic (including ongoing maintenance), 
Governance, Social, Environmental, Operational)

MAXIMISE ULTILISATION & MULTI PURPOSE
Impacts turf (synthetic), Lighting (ambient and sports), 
Community hub with café/functions, social 
competitions, “fast-food” sports (T20 cricket etc)

WATER MANAGEMENT
Falling groundwater levels which has further led to 
alternative water and turf options being considered.

POPULATION GROWTH
Facilities are being placed under greater stress.
Demand will continue to increase on these facilities. 
Beaconsfield and other developments in surrounding area. 

REVENUE & VOLUNTEER BASE RETENTION
Clubs are competing for a smaller base of volunteers and 
increased expectations of facilities and service provision. 

MULTI USE
Greater demand to respond to needs all age groups. 
Require spaces and opportunities for all – females, older, 
kids, different cultures

ACCESSIBILITY
Accessible for all, with special considerations for seniors, 
disabilities and focus on participation.
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HOW DO 
CONTEMPORARY 

FACILITIES 
CREATE VALUE?

UNIQUE, 
DISTINCTIVE AND 
SPECIALISED 
AROUND A CLEAR 
PURPOSE

RELEVANT TO A 
CLEAR AUDIENCE 

COMMERCIAL 
MODEL SUPPORTS, 
NOT DRIVES VISION

CURATED, 
CHANGING AND 
ADAPTABLE

Q. WHAT WILL MEAN 
SOMETHING TO SOMEONE?

Q. HOW DO WE MANAGE 
BETTER GOVERNANCE & 
ONGOING INVESTMENT IN 

OPTIMISING OFFER? 

Q. HOW DO WE CREATE 
INTEGRATED VALUE & NOT 

INDIVIDUAL VALUE?Q. WHAT IS HARD TO 
REPLICATE?



HOMEWORK
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WORKSHOP  OUTCOMES 
FROM THE DAY
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PROJECT CONTEXT



EXISTING STATE OF HILTON PARK
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URBIS.COM.AU

DEFINING WHAT WE ARE …



URBIS.COM.AU

WHAT WE ARE NOT…



DEFINING THE 
PROBLEM, WE 
ARE TRYING 
SOLVE …

USER

WHO?
WHAT?
HOW ?
WHAT’S MISSING?
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WHO? – BRAINSTORM WHO CURRENTLY USES THE SPACE

Page 15

LOCAL COMMUNITY

• Kids
• Adults
• Seniors 
• Walkers  
• Visitors 
• Passer throughs
• Dogs
• Parents/grandparents 
• Users of playground
• Those connected to place

CLUB MEMBERS/ 
EXTERNAL INSTITUTIONS 

• Sporting clubs
• Disc golf players 
• Informal sport 
• Visiting sport
• Schools 
• Musicians

UNCONVENTIONAL USERS

• Lost/wanderers/homeless
• Campervan users
• Wildlife



WHAT/WHY/HOW THEY USE , WHAT IS MISSING FOR THAT USER? 
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*These trends were informed by the author’s experience and engagement with local councils
Source: State Public Health Plan for Western Australia 2019-2024; Urbis.

USER WHAT/WHY/HOW? MISSING? 

KIDS • Playground
• Fun and enjoyment 
• Active lifestyle
• Social connections 
• Psychological benefit
• Off the play station 

and phone
• Connecting with their 

peers and family.

Bike & scooter 
facilities
Seating or gathering 
spaces to chat
Separated change 
facilities

ADULTS • Sport (organised)
• After school + social + 

parties
• Parking/dropping kids
• Listening to bands
• Menshed activities
• Social interaction
• Mental health benefits
• Volunteering

• Activation 
• Facilities + 

activities 
• Somewhere to put 

gear

SENIORS • Babysitting
• Sports/exercise 
• Dog walking
• Family
• Walking 
• Driving

• Accessibility 
(Paths, toilets, 
parking, fresh 
water.) 

WALKERS • Walking/laps
• Dog walking
• Exercise
• Social interaction
• Communing

• Paths (defined)
• Amenity (coffee)
• Access (too many 

fences)
• Lighting (early 

morning/night)
• Permeability 

USER WHAT/WHY/HOW? MISSING? 

VISITORS • Social (people & 
drinking)

• Sport fields (formal 
and informal use)

• Sitting on fold outs 
• Dog walking
• Playground
• Walking 
• Meeting place 
• Sitting there 
• Personal amenity 
• Specific purpose 
• Spectators + 

support + staff + 
parents (sport)

• Toilets 
• Volunteering
• Food & Beverages

• Access 
• Wayfinding
• Amenities
• Lighting + safety 

DOGS • Exercise 
• Social interaction
• Physical and 

mental health
• Pooping 
• Running (off lead) 

+ playing

• Fenced area (from 
roads)

• Water 
• More open space
• Regular access

PARENTS/
GRANDPARENTS 
ET AL

• Spectators + 
cheering + 
supporting (sports)

• Social interaction
• Family time
• Driving 
• Bringing chairs 
• Picnic
• Barbeque 

• Seating
• Quality parking 
• Quality toilets 



WHAT/WHY/HOW THEY USE , WHAT IS MISSING FOR THAT USER? 
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*These trends were informed by the author’s experience and engagement with local councils
Source: State Public Health Plan for Western Australia 2019-2024; Urbis.

USER WHAT/WHY/HOW? MISSING? 

USERS OF 
PLAYGROUND

• Fun + energy
• Recreation + relaxation
• Support wellbeing
• Limited play equipment 

locally 
• Convenience + local for 

residents
• Activity for kids

• More accessible
• Lighting + safety  

TRADITIONAL 
OWNERS + 
THOSE 
CONNECTED TO 
PLACE 

• TBC • Visibility of 
connection/stories

• Education
• Significance
• ‘Peace garden’ 

(propose a new 
location)

SPORTING 
CLUBS

• Players + officials + 
spectators 

• Formal sports (AFL + 
soccer + cricket x 2 + 
bowls + frisbee golf + 
bocce)

• Local 
• Size + scale 
• Quality + functionality
• Practice games
• Training 
• Adhoc activities

• Change rooms
• Accessibility + 

cultural inclusion + 
comfort

• Storage
• Lighting (flux)
• Seating + grand 

stands 
• Shelter 

FRISBEE GOLF 
PLAYERS 

• Course is there
• Walking perimeter 
• Families + kids

• 9 holes + facilities

USER WHAT/WHY/HOW? MISSING? 

INFORMAL 
SPORT

• Disc golf
• Bocce
• Group fitness (Ken 

Allen)
• Pilates

• Upgraded facilities
• Promotion to 

attract investment
• Lighting (low 

bollard) + safety 
• Designated spaces
• Wayfinding

VISITING SPORT • Similiar to visitors • Facilities
• Drop/store gear
• Seating + 

grandstand
• Wayfinding

SCHOOLS • Discos in club 
room

• Play
• Walk to and from 

school 
• Competitions and 

carnivals
• Need space 

(outside school 
ground)

• Shelter + rest 
spots

• Seating + 
grandstands

• Toilets and 
facilities

MUSICIANS • Nights at bowling 
club 

• Somewhere to 
park, unload gear,

• Phased power



WHAT/WHY/HOW THEY USE , WHAT IS MISSING FOR THAT USER? 
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*These trends were informed by the author’s experience and engagement with local councils
Source: State Public Health Plan for Western Australia 2019-2024; Urbis.

USER WHAT/WHY/HOW? MISSING? 

LOST/WANDERES
/HOMELESS

• Homeless (mostly 
single sleeping)

• Place to stop + rest 
+ hang out

• Shade 
• Green
• Safe 
• Water 
• Toilets 

• Outreach + 
common 
development

• Upgrades (lighting)
• Shelter

PASSER 
THROUGHS

• Commuting + 
getting to school + 
transit points (bus)

• On foot + bikes
• Paths + circuit 

around ovals 
permeable faces 

• Paths through 
desire lines across 
park

• Wayfinding

CAMPERVAN 
USERS

• Place to live
• Free + safe
• Toilet
• Barbeque 
• Parking

• Power + sewer + 
amenities

• Safer 

WILDLIFE • Live there or nearby
• Food + drink
• Cruising around
• Trees + shading
• Space + movement

• Habitat
• Safety 



DEFINING THE 
PROBLEM, WE 
ARE TRYING 
SOLVE …

OPPORTUNITIES & 
BARRIERS
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PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED OPPORTUNITIES & CONSTRAINTS
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OPPORTUNITIES

FINANCIAL 
INVESTMENT

PRESERVATION/
IDENTITY

ACTIVATION

SPACE 
OPTIMISATION

Seating; grand 
stand/park 

seating/picnic 
tables

Modern/world 
class facilities 

Low bollard 
light (early 

morning/night 
time)

Maintaining 
sports culture 
and history i.e. 

bowls club

Improve the 
branding 

/promotion/ 
desirability of 

the park 

Irrigation of 
fields and local 

flora 

Drive in 
movies/food 

vendors 

Multi-use 
aspect i.e. 
separation 
between 

passive/active 
uses

Solar + battery 
storage to 

become “arena 
friendly”

Relocate the 
‘peace garden’

OPPORTUNITIES - IDENTIFIED IN WORKSHOP 

Uses for Ken 
Allen users

Create more  
pedestrian/ 

cyclist aggress 
and egress 

points

Shared 
community 

infrastructure 
(toilets/change  

rooms)

Multi-  
generational 

aspect (better 
parking/ramps/ 

footpaths)

Explore 
funding/viability 

of park i.e. 
government 
operations

Carrington     
Street adaption   
for Master Plan 
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ISSUES

ACCESS/
INCLUSION

FACILITIES/
AMENITIES 
(FORMAL + 
INFORMAL)

SAFETY

SPACE

Lack of entry 
points (fenced 
areas without 

gates)

Tension 
between 

topography 
/footpaths and 

multi-
generational 

use

Less inclusive 
to youth/young 

women i.e.     
no modern 

facilities

Poor crossover 
/entry to park  

i.e. for families   
and childrenLack of lighting   

at night 

Poor quality + 
provision of 

toilets/drinking 
fountains/bins

Lack of   
seating for 
spectator/ 

shelter

No storage/ 
lockers/change 

rooms for 
sports

Cannot host 
games i.e.no 
district level 

facilities 

Holding 
capacity limited 

for desired 
activity level

Lack of  
parking/ACROD 
bays (limited for 
sports games/ 

events) 

Space not 
equitable 

between the 
differing 

sports/uses

ISSUES - TO ADDRESS AS IDENTIFIED IN WORKSHOP



BARRIERS - TO THE VISION

BARRIERS

UNCERTAINTY

TRANSITION

COST

OWNERSHIP

Volunteering

Lease     
holding & 

tenure

Memberships, 
benefits and 
revenue for 

different clubs 

Naming

Typography 
level change 

Mixed use 
facilities + 
challenges

Community 
buying + 

resistance = 
conflict for 
wider area 

Governance 
structures  

Preserving 
history/ 

community 
territory

Carrington 
Street + 

charging LGA’s

Time

Competing 
facilities

Identifying the 
priorities
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SETTING 
PRIORITIES
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CLARIFYING INTENT

Page 25

1. Place context - desire lines, legibility, safety hotspots, amenity & comfort, 
attractors, barriers, access points & links to other spaces/facilities. 

2. Existing designed activation spaces - size (capacity, area for different activities), 
hard infrastructure, amenity (shade, comfort), accessibility & aesthetic value, 
parking.

3. Urban character - night vs day, character (complexity, clarity, texture, 
materiality). 

4. Programming - sports, timing, seasons, existing partners.

5. Networks & exchange - collaboration opportunities, commerciality, adjacent 
landowners/businesses.



MAP OF GREEN LIGHTS (KEEP) VS RED LIGHTS (COULD GO)
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Change room 
upgrades

Shared facility 
opportunity

Fence

Overflow 
carpark not 
best use

Toilets

LIKELY TO BE BETTER 
USE OF THIS CORNER 
THAN PEACE PARK

RE-THINK THIS 
SPACE IN TERMS 
OF AMENITY AND 
SAFETY

Opportunity 
for broader 
community 
use

Dick Lawrence oval

Hilton park

W
alton w

ay

Jeffery St

Shepherd St

Carrington st

Men’s
Shed

Bowling 
club

Topography

Parking 
hazard

Bus Drop off

Double 
Road 
unnecessary

Off leash
Dog/access

E

W

Trees in this 
space could 
be looked at



CRITERIA FOR ASSESSMENT
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Hosting juniors to national level sport

Suitable scales

Digital/SMART events and programming

Pathways

Premier facilities for each sport

Activated 24/7

Safe + inclusive (lighting/size)

World class facilities/grandstand/meet minimum standards

A place for everyone

Shared spaces

Place Identity/Landscape language/Sense of place

Sustainable (environmental/economic)

COLLATED PRIORITIES (# red dots)



BENEFITS OF ADDRESSING ISSUE/ENABLING OPPORTUNITY (WHY IS IT IMPORTANT)

GRANDSTANDS, SPECTATOR SEATING 
IMPROVED CHANGEROOMS & FACILITIES

INCLUSION

LIGHTING

   

DESIRABILITY TO LIVE IN AREA 

COMMUNITY IDENTITY/PRIDE/OWNERSHIP 

 Attract more usage + new users
 Diversity of lighting allows for night sports, while ambient lighting adds value 

for more passive activities
 Improve safety and longevity of park usage (24 hour use concept)

 Accommodating more spectators 
 Provision to host major events e.g. International Women’s Soccer
 Retain sporting clubs on the oval and not lose them to competing playing 

fields 
 Deliver appropriate infrastructure for future users and improve asset 

management
 Improve branding/profile of the park
 Consolidation makes it easier to manage distribution of use through park
 More activation within the broader park and precinct
 Support commercial opportunities 

 Support infill developments (Heart of Beaconsfield)
 Support biodiversity 
 Improve sustainability, urban canopy and broader objectives under City 

of Fremantle’s broader Strategic Community Plan 

 Improve financial viability of clubs
 Improve membership and retention
 Social cohesion 

 Support other user groups (i.e. disabled/seniors/young 
people/young women)

 Health and wellbeing indicators
 Accommodate growth in participation 
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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A CENTRALISED COMMUNITY HUB EXPANDED SPORTING SPACES EXPANDED PASSIVE RECREATION

Based on the sporting groups aspirations 

and sporting minimum standards, the creation of a 

centralised community hub could underpin the 

redeveloped Hilton sporting space, including:

• modern changerooms and amenity

• club-rooms / function space

• space, so each sporting  group can have their 

own identify

• overlooking the active green space, so each 

user could have a “main oval” (soccer, AFL and 

bowls). 

The City should look at ways to maximise the 

active green space at Hilton Park, this could 

include:

• maintenance regime 

• different turf types

This could maximise the hours of use available 

across the site.

Additionally, the City should look for ways to 

redistribute usage hours across the park, by 

creating ‘training’ goals or small-sided games 

fields can assist with turf loads.

A coordinated sports lighting plan should be 

developed across Hilton Park, to maximise the 

available usage of the facilities for training and 

matches. 

The passive recreation opportunities should be 

expanded across the site, ensuring there are 

spaces for all ages, including:

• play space for children

• quiet / group spaces for teens

• walking trails for dog walkers that are away 

from the active parts or zones.



APPENDIX 1  
PERTH GLORY 
CONSIDERATIONS
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APPENDIX 1 – PERTH GLORY

Summary

Engagement with the Perth Glory, Monday 3 July.
Anthony Radich – Chief Executive Officer
Joseph Marafioti – Chief Operations Officer

Current State
Perth Glory are a professional Football (soccer) Club that begun in 1996, with 
their men’s team competition in the National Soccer League. In 2008, Perth 
Glory joined the inaugural women’s A-League competition. 
Perth Glory currently operate out of Fremantle and there is opportunity to extend 
that relationship, which is due to expire in April 2025.
Perth Glory utilise:
 he old Fremantle Dockers Headquarters at Fremantle Oval, for 

Administration and Gym
 Hilton Oval, for men's team training (Ken Allen) – does not meet standards 

for off-field facilities (e.g. changerooms and ablutions)
 Beale Park Cockburn (moving to Spearwood Dalmatinac for the upcoming 

season), for women’s team training
 Curtin University for academy program training
 Community programs happen across the State
 HBF Park for men’s matches.

Recommendations
1. The City of Fremantle should meet internally to consider the long-term 

retention of Perth Glory.
2. The City should consider sites and locations including Hilton Park and 

Fremantle Oval (as well as other sites).
3. The City, Fremantle City Football Club and Perth Glory should meet to see if 

the sharing of Hilton Park could be feasible.
4. Realm studios to explore feasibility and implications of alternative scenarios 

(noted on following page).
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Figure 1. Perth Glory Football Club. 

Figure 2. Sydney FC Centre of Excellence Master Plan. 



APPENDIX 1 – PERTH GLORY

Considerations for Hilton Park

The following scenarios should be considered.
A Co-located Perth Glory Facility
To remain competitive with both developing talent within their community 
and academy programs, but also attracting the best talent, Perth Glory indicated 
a preference for a co-located home.
Perth Glory have indicated they would require (to ensure they retain their license 
to operate), a consolidated High Performance and Administration Centre, which 
is adjacent to 4 full size soccer fields (further details on the following pages). 
Whilst not a requirement, a 3,000-5,000 capacity venue that meets the criteria 
for the women’s competition or men’s pre-season competition would be 
beneficial.
Recommendation: Explore how Perth Glory's co-located facility could be 
accommodated at Hilton Park.
Status Quo
Perth Glory remain based at Fremantle Oval and using Hilton Park for men's 
team training. 
Recommendation: Explore options for a temporary solution for immediate 
changeroom / ablution facility needs.
Enhanced Training Offering
Perth Glory remain based at Fremantle Oval and expand presence at Hilton 
Park for team training.
Recommendation: Explore options for permanent solution for 
immediate changeroom / ablution facility needs (including shared use 
infrastructure) and training spaces (these spaces can take pressure off the main 
field and goal mouths – utilised for skills).
Larger Hilton Presence
Perth Glory have a hybrid model across two key locations, with Hilton Park as 
one of these locations.
Recommendation: Explore options for permanent shared use infrastructure for 
Perth Glory training, men's pre-season and women's competition needs.
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Figure 3. Perth Glory Football Club. 

Figure 4. Perth Glory Football Club. 



APPENDIX 1 – PERTH GLORY

Perth Glory Overview

Elite Men’s
• A-Leagues Team – competes nationally.

Elite Women’s 
• A-Leagues Team – competes nationally.

Academy (male) 
• u12’s, u23 teams – compete in NPL domestic competition (also preacademy set up yrs 8-12).
• In near future: Academy (female) – u12’s, u23 teams – compete in NPL domestic competition.
• Comprehensive Community Engagement Program – regular skills clinics, holiday programs, development camps etc.
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APPENDIX 1 – PERTH GLORY

Perth Glory Specified Requirements

Club Requirements:
Administration: 
• A single-site administration facility for 100 staff. Boardroom & meeting/conference facilities. 
• Administration accommodation: Provided either within or in close proximity to training facilities, thus easing the logistical issues associated with PG training and 

educational activities when these are separately located.
• Large Club House / Function Centre – where members and supporters can gather pre-game, post-game and all year around.
• Perth Glory Museum.
Boutique Stadium: 
• A dedicated boutique football stadium, able to host events such as Women’s League games, Men’s Pre-Season fixtures, Football West games, Australia Cup, major 

youth tournaments. A stadium suitable for hosting 4,000 spectators with a mixture of permanent seating and grass banking or other spectator capacity.
Playing Fields: 
• Secure access to 4-5 pitches and two 5 a side pitches (synthetic) capable of high-performance and high-intensity usage, with lighting infrastructure, for skill development 

to support junior and high-performance development and other PG programs. 
Support Infrastructure (to support pitches), including 
• Change rooms
• Gymnasium
• Theatrette
• Medical rooms
• Recovery areas
• Common room / lunchroom
• Swimming pool(s)
Retail Facility:
Indoor Facility:
• Futsal and other indoor sports – basketball, volleyball etc.
Centre of Excellence/High Performance Facilities:
• Pitches and supporting infrastructure required to allow PG to run programs which cater for talented junior players.
Sports Science: 
• A specialised sports science facility for football. Medical activities and research accreditation further supporting junior and elite player development. Facilities for doctors 

and physiotherapists, with the possibility of combining support for other disciplines of sports science and sports medicine such as nutrition. A sports science laboratory for 
testing and external programs; and a drug-testing area to support high-performance level competition hosting.
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APPENDIX 1 – PERTH GLORY

Perth Glory Specified Benefits

• Enhance the level and quality of community engagement via access/use to and integration with the football club amenities and use / leverage of PG IP.
• Introduce a diverse audience mix to the precinct – grassroots/juniors (male/female), adults (male/female), families, participant, spectators, high performance, members, 

residents, tourists, community oriented, entertainment oriented, culturally diverse football followers. 
• Bring significant supporter and member traffic through precinct on a regular basis.
• Football Tourism – visiting domestic & international teams, national youth tournaments – for games and to train.
• Grow and develop the game within the community.
• Enhance the football development & high performance of WA’s best footballers.
• Deliver financial and organisational sustainability.
• Provide pathways for players, coaches, officials & volunteers.
• Significant Social Return via encouragement of sporting activity / programs – healthy lifestyles, closer friendships, teaching self-discipline, fair play & respect, inclusion, 

communication, improved confidence, self-esteem etc. Can help devise, promote, and deliver community programs. 
• Deliver significant community benefits through sporting activity / programs – building community pride and sense of purpose, breaking down barriers in the community, 

reducing the health budget; and preventing anti-social behaviour.
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Elected Members: 
Elected Members: 
Hannah Fitzhardinge – Mayor
Cr. Geoff Graham – Beaconsfield Ward
Cr. Ben Lawver – Hilton Ward
Cr. Frank Mofflin – Hilton Ward
Cr. Andrew Sullivan – South Ward

City Officers:
Ryan Abbott – Manager Parks & Landscapes
Jeremy Macmath – Team Leader Place & Projects
Emily Parsons – Senior Landscape Architect Place & Projects
Kavi Guppta – Community Engagement Partner
Erinn Litchfield – Community Development Officer
Patrick Ford – Manager Strategic Planning & City Design

Community: 
Olive Bennet – Youth Advisor
Cynthia Mathelot – Advisor (Beaconsfield Precinct Group)
Dr Felicity Newman – Advisor (Hilton Precinct Group)

Clubs: 
Ben Meakins – President Freo City Dockers Junior Football
Tony Estrano – President Freo City Football Club 
Garvin Crozier – Hilton Park Community Men’s Shed

FACILITATOR ON THE DAY:
Danicia Quinlan – Director of Engagement - Urbis
Tim Connoley – Director of Economics & Property - Urbis
Simon Tiverios – Associate Director of Economics & Property - Urbis
Lydia Algeri – Assistant of Planning - Urbis

CONSULTANT LEAD:
Damien Pericles - REALMstudios
Anna Kelderman – Shape Urban
Belinda Browning – Asset and Property Officer Business Support

Apologies:
Cr. Fedele Carmada – Beaconsfield Ward
Vikki Barlow – Manager Community Development
Charne Hayden – Cultural Advisor
Olov Falkmer – Access & Inclusion Advisor 
Jo Smith – Arts Advisor (Circus WA)
Hannah Hickling – History Advisor 
Simon Biersworth – Hilton Bicton Cricket Club  
Scott McKenzie – Hilton Park Junior Cricket Club 
Graeme Kibell – Hilton Park Bowling Club (apology but provided homework pack)

Hilton Park Precinct Workshop 1 
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Hilton Park Planning PWG#1 - 23 June 2023 

10am – 2:30pm Moodjar Meeting Room (MS Teams not available for these meetings). 

Attendance Note: Underlined denotes apology 

Name Title 

Elected Member Representatives 

Hannah Fitzhardinge Mayor 

Fedele Carmada Councillor, Beaconsfield Ward 

Geoff Graham Councillor, Beaconsfield Ward 

Ben Lawver  Councillor, Hilton Ward 

Frank Mofflin Councillor, Hilton Ward 

Andrew Sullivan Councillor, South Ward 

City Officers 

Ryan Abbott (Chair) Manager Parks and Landscape 

Vikki Barlow Manager Community Development 

Patrick Ford Manager Strategic Planning & City Design 

Kavi Guppta Community Engagement Partner 

Erinn Litchfield Community Development Officer (Health & Wellbeing) 

Jeremy Macmath Team Leader Place & Projects Team 

Emily Parsons Senior Landscape Architect, Place & Projects Team 

Belinda Browning Asset and Property Officer (Guest) 

Community Representatives 

Olive Bennet Youth Advisor 

Olov Falkmer Access & Inclusion Advisor 
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Charne Hayden Cultural Advisor 

Hannah Hickling History Advisor (family connections, dog walking) 

Cynthia Mathelot Community Advisor (Beaconsfield Precinct Group, 
Environment, Dog Walking) 

Dr Felicity Newman Community Advisor (Hilton Precinct Group, Families & Food) 

Jo Smith Arts Advisor (Circus WA) 

Club Representatives 

Simon Biersworth Hilton Bicton Cricket Club 

Garvin Crozier Fremantle Men’s Community Shed 

Tony Estrano President Fremantle City Football Club 

Graeme Kibell Hilton Park Bowling Club 

Ben Meakins President Fremantle City Dockers Junior Football Club 

Scott McKenzie President Hilton Park Junior Cricket Club 

Consultants 

Danicia Quinlan Director of Engagement, Urbis 

Tim Connoley Director Development Economics, Urbis 

Simon Tiverios Associate Director of Sports, Urbis 

Lydia Algeri Planning Assistant, Urbis 

Damien Pericles Founding Director, Realm Studios 

Anna Kelderman Director, Shape Urban 

Distribution 

Project Control Group (the City’s Executive Leadership Team, Directors only) 

Graham Tattersall Director Infrastructure and Project Delivery 

Russell Kingdom Director Planning, Place and Urban Development 

Michelle Brennand Director Community Development 
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Matthew Hammond Director City Business 

Minutes 
Welcome | City of Fremantle (10:10am – 10.30am) 

Acknowledgement of Country by Mayor Fitzhardinge; Context presentation, Introductions 
and apologies. Attached. 

Engagement Activities | Urbis (10.30am – 1:30pm) 

1. Story of Hilton Park (Danicia Quinlan): Attendees asked to think or write memories or
stories related to Hilton Park to be shared with the room and collected.

2. Users of the Park (Danicia Quinlan): Attendee ‘call out’, scribed by Danicia on A1
sheets. Attendees were split into groups to discuss ‘why, how and gaps’. Findings
shared with the room by group presenters.

3. Issues, Opportunities, Benefits (Tim Connoley): Attendees asked to think or write
thoughts on above categories. Summarised and discussed.

4. ‘This not That’ Cards (Danicia Quinlan): Attendees split into groups to sort cards into 3
piles (This is Us, This is Not Us, and Not Sure). Groups shared findings to help
illustrate common ‘look and feel’ amongst PWG.

5. Vision (Danicia Quinlan): Attendees asked to visualise a successful Hilton Park
redevelopment 9 years in the future. Attendees ‘call out’, scribed by Danicia on A1
sheets with dots applied to show popularity.

6. Barriers (Danicia Quinlan): Attendees asked to ‘call out’ barriers of realising the vision
scribed by Danicia on A1 sheets.

7. Map (Danicia Quinlan): Colour pens over A1 map on wall (i.e. red - don’t need to keep,
amber - unsure, green - loves/keep).

Outcomes 
1. Formal outcomes and findings to be form part of Urbis’ Engagement Report, to

distributed to PWG via email no later than Friday 14 July 2023.

2. Next PWG meeting likely to be held on a Saturday afternoon in late August, at Hilton
Park. Further detail to be shared via the City no later than Friday 14 July 2023.

3. Sports club representatives please contact Emily Parsons to nominate club rooms if
available/on offer for August PWG Meeting.

4. Meeting recording had no audio so this will not be issued.

Meeting closed at 1:30pm. 
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Hilton Park Precinct PWG#2 - 15 Sept 2023 

10am – 12:30pm Fremantle City Football Club Beaconsfield (MS Teams not available). 

Attendance Note: Asterisk denotes apology 

Name Title 

Elected Member Representatives 

Hannah Fitzhardinge Mayor 

Fedele Carmada Councillor, Beaconsfield Ward 

Geoff Graham Councillor, Beaconsfield Ward 

Ben Lawver  Councillor, Hilton Ward 

Frank Mofflin Councillor, Hilton Ward 

*Andrew Sullivan Councillor, South Ward 

City Officers 

Ryan Abbott (Chair) Manager Parks and Landscape 

Emily Parsons Senior Landscape Architect, Place & Projects Team 

Jeremy Macmath Team Leader Place & Projects Team 

*Vikki Barlow Manager Community Development 

Patrick Ford Manager Strategic Planning & City Design 

Kavi Guppta Community Engagement Partner 

Ashlee House Community Engagement Project Officer 

Erinn Litchfield Community Development Officer (Health & Wellbeing) 

Belinda Browning Asset and Property Officer (Guest) 

Community Representatives 

*Charne Hayden Cultural Advisor (and proxy *Freda Ogilvie) 
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*Olive Bennet Youth Advisor 

*Olov Falkmer Access & Inclusion Advisor 

*Cynthia Mathelot Community Advisor (Beaconsfield Precinct Group, 
Environment, Dog Walking) 

*Dr Felicity Newman Community Advisor (Hilton Precinct Group, Families & Food) 

*Hannah Hickling History Advisor (Family Connections, Dog Walking) 

*Jo Smith Arts Advisor (Circus WA) 

Club Representatives 

*Simon Biersworth President, Hilton Bicton Cricket Club (& proxy *Tim Grey-
Smith) 

Darren Wilson Hilton Bicton Cricket Club 

*Garvin Crozier Fremantle Men’s Community Shed 

Tony Estrano President, Fremantle City Football Club 

James Notman Vice President, Fremantle City Football Club 

*Graeme Kibell Hilton Park Bowling Club 

Ben Meakins President, Fremantle City Dockers Junior Football Club 

*Scott McKenzie President, Hilton Park Junior Cricket Club (& proxy *Giles 
Wilson) 

*Joseph Marafioti COO, Perth Glory Football Club 

Consultants 

Damien Pericles Founding Director, Realm Studios 

Brett Shreurs Associate Landscape Architect, Realm Studios 

Jess Gannaway Senior Strategic Planner + Landscape Architect, Realm 
Studios 

Anna Kelderman Director, Shape Urban 

*Rachel Doohan Planning and Engagement Consultant, Shape Urban 
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Keyon Yang Engagement Consultant, Shape Urban 

Distribution 

Project Control Group (the City’s Executive Leadership Team, Directors only) 

Graham Tattersall Director Infrastructure and Project Delivery 

Russell Kingdom Director Planning, Place and Urban Development 

Pete Stone Director Community Development 

Matthew Hammond Director City Business 

Minutes 
Welcome | City of Fremantle (10:05am – 10.15am) 

Acknowledgement of Country by Mayor Fitzhardinge, (re)introductions and apologies, 
context slide presentation, see attached for latter.  

Engagement Summary to Date | Shape Urban (10:15am – 11.00am) 

Slide presentation on Engagement summary to date including Community BBQ event 26 
August 2023, calibrated with MySayFreo online interactive map engagement results, a re-
run of PWG1 Urbis Report and the Walk on Country with Elders. See attached. 

Engagement Activities | Shape Urban & Realm (11.00am – 12:00pm) 

1. Site Planning and Scaling Scenarios: we played with moveable and variously shaped 
module card cutouts over A1 site base map including AFL ovals, soccer pitches, cricket, 
basketball courts, table tennis. We broke out into groups and each table organised a 
site order scenario looking to solve separation, symbiosis, synergies etc. Followed by 
round table commentary on each and voting on the best resulting plans (left to right 
was predominantly Clubs, Elected Members, City). 
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Wrap Up| City of Fremantle (12:00pm – 12.30pm) 

Slide presentation wrap up by City covering some existing projects already in budgets e.g. 
Ken Allen Pavilion (no decision, deferred due to lack of information and time), Brad Hardie 
Changerooms, Dick Lawrence Irrigation and Lighting, Bowling Green (synthetic with 
irrigation for cooling) etc. 

Outcomes 
1. Formal prior engagement outcomes and findings form part of Shape Urban’s reporting

(the PowerPoint presentation from the session/day is attached distributed to PWG
here with these minutes, however the Engagement Report will be available soon and
will also go online soon for wider community information consumption).

2. Next community event - likely to be held on Saturday 18 November 2023, at Hilton
Park. Further detail shared via MySayFreo timeline.

3. Next stakeholder meeting - likely to be held on Wednesday 13 December 2023, at
Walyalup Civic Centre. Further detail to be shared via an outlook incite from the City
with approximately 1 month lead time between issuing invite and date of meeting.

Thank Yous 
Thanks to FCFC for hosting and all for your time. 

Meeting closed at 12:30pm 



APPENDIX B 
Appendix B:�Round�One�-�Drop�in�session�posters�and�comments
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Appendix B  - Community BBQ wri4en feedback 

General Feedback 

Hilton Park Precinct Introduction Poster 

17 – North Ken Allen 
• No “stop” bar on gate. If unlocked dogs can push in or out.
• Not bolts as metal shrinks & expands.
• Better close with this

Hilton Park Precinct Context Poster 

Tree + Vegetation 

Important to retain all the existing trees (and maybe plant more). Would love to see a 
‘natural’ bushland area for dogs to walk off-leash. (wildflowers in spring)  
Natural water feature would be nice 

Bush along Lefroy Road to stop noise & feel good 

North east corner (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) The need for sub-strata native – ground cover + 
flowering / attracted birds & fruit 
Replacing grass – properly establish bio drainage plant 

Fencing + Walling 

Fencing on Shepherd St between Lefroy Road & Bowling Club to protect playground. 
Preferably low-profile integrated material. (1 gold dot) 

Replace existing fencing at Bowling Club West + Sth West perimeter for security + 
protection of the asset (2 gold dots) 

Low wire fence (low impact) to protect off lead dogs from Carrington St 

Sports Fields + Play Infrastructure 

Fremantle City FC to have use of a modern pavilion overlooking Ken Allen Reserve 
Better access to safe, well-maintained toilets for users of soccer pitches 
Less fences, more connections between all sporting facilities 

Safety/security Issues: Very Dark 

Why do soccer club people accessing Alistair Mackay have to drive on the grass/ 
Why can’t they park along the street? It’s dangerous 

2 Tennis Courts would be nice 

Vehicular Circulation, Public Transport + Parking 

Convert to a community sports centre (Brad Hardie location) 
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Appendix B  - Community BBQ wri4en feedback 

 

How you use the precinct 

Hilton Park Precinct uses Poster 

Safety 
- Lighting
- Social issues

CPTED 
- Dog dealing _
- Situational Prevention

Cycle Link @ embayment 
Running Track – soft ie. Wood chip or sawdust 

More Trees !! + decent facilities toilet 

More doggy bag container dispensers 

Off-leash Dog Area to 8 under existing trees BUT not fenced 

Ash from clancies runs tuck shop. Come just for that, food is so good. 

Soccer ball crossing road & damaging adjacent property on Jeffrey St can trees (or 
other things) be used to stop it. i.e., net, fence, plants 
*Happening multiple times a weekend.
- damage, feel unsafe, safety in crossing road (kids)

Support larger & better playground 

Bowls Club is used for Dancing + Exercise classes for seniors + disabled dancing 
classes. (1 gold dot) 

More trees for walkers 
- Less fences, more opp. To connect through Bowls area.
- More shrubs for biodiversity
- Prefer grass to walk on

Ken Allen Oval.  
Fenced dog area is great – But large enough for off-leads 

Fencing off larger areas for dogs if we can’t use the Perth Glory field 

More trees facing Jefferey St. 

Toilets on This park [Hilton Park South] please (1 gold dot) 

More native trees! 

Wheelchair & mobility scooter access to all sports areas 

Benches along Carrington St side please. (1 gold dot) 

More social housing for residents 

Football FC pitch quality has been really bad (except this year) So improved surface + 
drainage + less use ie more fields.  
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Appendix B  - Community BBQ wri4en feedback 

  

Hilton Park Precinct uses Poster 

Cycle safely here [Carrington St] + crossing 

Walton Way lighting needed.  
Keep club idenlises separate – Doesn’t work. Also don’t mix with Bowls Club 

Review times of dogs allowed off lead in this area during sporting events. 
Why during training? 

Connect parks structures better.  
Toilets are only on 1 side. More would be appreciated. 
Enclosed area for dogs where they could be off leash and not interact with other 
sports.  
18 holes disc golf course 

Funding for Bowls Club for improvement in its current form (1 gold dot) 

Would be great to have more connection between each facility 
More signage on dog poo pick up 
More fines for not picking up. 
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Existing�buildings�

Description No. of 
comments

No. of 
votes

No. of Gold 
votes Total votes

Ken Allen Pavilion 12 0 2 2

Alastair Mackay Pavilion/Fremantle City 
Football Club 10 0 1* 1*

Fremantle Men’s Community Shed 2 1 1 2

Brad Hardie Pavilion 5 3 1 1

Change rooms 8 5 3* 8*

Hilton Park Bowling Club 17 2 9 11

Other 3 3 1 3

TOTAL 57 14 17 27

*One gold dot placed equally between Alastair Mackey Pavilion and change rooms. Only counted once 
in total votes.
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Appendix B  - Community BBQ wri4en feedback 

 

Existing Buildings 

Existing buildings – improve, expand, change? 

Ken Allen Pavilion 

• Access to lighting self timer button ie. 30mins/20 min lights.
• Replace + give to soccer club
• Update changing room
• Demolish + replace with nature area.
• Needs help. Blue light disco 12-17 years
• Homeless. Needs help ie coffee breakfast
• Wheelchair access to Ken Allen Field
• Areas for seating shade on Ken Allen (2 ticks)
• Refurb inc café + toilets (1 gold dot)
• Refurbish to sports centre for upper + lower Duals (1 gold dot)
• Ken Allen – great spot

- boxing centre!! + drop in area. Needs a venue.
• Pavilion – with partner sharing cost renovate or replace lease out to save money

eg Perth Glory

Alastair Mackay Pavilion/Fremantle City Football Club 

• Better girls facilities
• Tarmac car park
• Oct/Nov trial. Dec/Jan – senior plays. Year round sport
• Retain owned and built by soccer
• Facilities upgrade
• Car park upgrade
• Carpark update (currently a mud bath)
• BUT! Car parks around edge not in middle of the park.
• Shared facility

- Friction between fixtures
- Revenue?
- Prefer lease than hire
- doesn’t feel like a club if they don’t self manage

• Seal parking area near FCC clubhouse.
• One gold dot placed equally between Alastair Mackey Pavilion and change rooms.

Fremantle Men’s Community Shed 

• What about a womens shed?
• Men’s shed more share M/W sessions

Brad Hardie Pavilion 

• Renovate the public toilets + change rooms + open them to the public not just
club sports.

• Gas BBQ is not working.
• Water Pak [sic]
• Café 😊😊 (1 gold dot)
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Appendix B  - Community BBQ wri4en feedback 

 

Existing buildings – improve, expand, change? 
• Public toilets are not great – feel sketchy early am in cricket season (club rooms

not open?) Needles.

Change rooms 

• Update to cater for females
• HPBC security fences to protect asset.
• Female change rooms required (3 votes)
• Upgrade toilets building inclusive club across all age groups, disabilities, room for

growth (1 gold dot)
• Café
• Upgrade building but incorp into environment
• Needs upgrading and updating
• Don’t over capitalise on building. Keep simple demolish old ones. Spend money

on all the other great ideas.
• One gold dot placed equally between Alastair Mackey Pavilion and change rooms.

Hilton Park Bowling Club 

• Security fencing south boundary bowling club (1 gold dot)
• Refurb to convert to bowls + social + community hub (1 vote)
• Include tennis courts here (1 gold dot)
• Could be activated in awesome social hub. Smells old and sad atm.
• Up and coming energetic volunteers are improving sport + social + all abilities +

ages.
• Upgrade Bowling Club [HPBC] secure fences. It supports bands and dog + kid

friendly it’s the nest club around (1 gold dot)
• Old bocce fields could be beach volleyball.
• Older gen unwelcoming to kids. Make more multi age.
• Awesome place, people, very friendly & inclusive.
• Home for table tennis on part of unused space (3 gold dots)
• Upgrade facility to make more family friendly, it is a popular community venue

which needs more help.
• Support bowling club – great for kids and adults real community spirit!
• Need updating
• HPBC need to upgrade security and fences (1 gold dot)
• Facilities need updating. Great social environment support many local bands that

play there (2 gold dots)
• Great music scene. Grandchildren are growing up as part of an inclusive club.
• Expansion of Bowling club social activities

Other 

• The ambulance entry for footy needs to be able to be accessed – a padlock no
one can open! (3 votes)

• Does a mega facility then require paid staff (council or club)? Are lease areas
still available to general community?

• Skate park (1 gold dot)
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New�buildings/Pavilions

Description No. of votes No. of Gold 
votes Total votes

1 new large + central facility for all 2 5 7

New medium sized facility for some groups with 
retention of some existing buildings 6 1 7

New distributed smaller, Individual pavilions 9 8 17

Building & spaces for cultural events 12 1 13

Community gathering spaces 9 1 10

Decentralised toilets + community shelter / event 
space 11 1 12

Non sporting community uses (shared creative 
space shown) 11 4 15

Sustainability initiatives (green car chargers shown) 2 0 2

Ideas written by attendees 7 4 11

TOTAL 69 25 94
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Appendix B  - Community BBQ wri4en feedback 

 

Amenities and infrastructure that you think would greatly improve Hilton 
Park. 

New buildings/Pavilions 

1 new large + central facility for all 

• Love the bigger facility!! For more practical/for multi use. Great concept for
cultural events.

• Staffed by volunteers? Or who would pay for staff?
• And where will they all park Let’s not lose our precious open space to carparks.
• Professional club paying rates or long lease
• Futsal + multi sport indoor venue
• Tried at other clubs. Hasn’t worked at Freo, Willeton, Leeming + Cockburn (1 gold

vote)

New distributed smaller, Individual pavilions 

The need to have a [sic] efficient up grade to the Ken Allen  building to maintain the 
cost efficiency of the equal cost to the bolling [sic] club 

Building & spaces for cultural events 

• Permanent café (6 votes)

Community gathering spaces 

• Service the ‘battlers’
- More seating
- Nicer seating
- Steep bridges
- Upgrade toilets
- Fencing around BBall
• Inclusive activities for various socioeconomic groups e.g. mumbas boxing class

(no venue at present)

Decentralised toilets + community shelter / event space 

• With BBQ
• Parenting facilities including toddler toilets or toddler seats on regular toilets (1

gold vote)

Non sporting community uses (shared creative space shown) 

• Art classes/ exhibition space
• Womens shed yes! Learn handyman (1 vote)
• “Womens” shed to expand on ‘menshed”

- Industrial sewing machines
- Craft tools and equip
- Looms
- Pottery wheel and kiln etc.

• Pottery /wheel throwing & art classes & night classes
• Non-sport uses, already happening at bowling club. Ie. dancing, disability classes

(1 gold4vote)
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New buildings/Pavilions 
• Community classes

- Craft
- Art therapy

Sustainability initiatives (green car chargers shown) 

• Solar power local network shared [illegible]/battery.

Other 

• More bins
• Evening

- Concerts
- Festivals etc

• More (2) toilets open as per exist (it it’s open reasonable hrs)
• Next to exist childrens play area & bbq (Brad Hardie Pav)
• Mobile or permanent coffee shop?
• Fitness equipment outdoor circuit
• More BBQ’s/tables near exist play area (Brad Hardie Pav)
• Need to consider noise impact on neighbouring houses.
• Where is the funding??
• Permanent café loop for skating/running (1 gold vote)
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Pathways and movement

Description No. of votes No. of Gold 
votes Total votes

Perimeter fitness loop 26 2 28

Cycle tracks 19 2 21

Mix of meandering and purposeful 15 2 17

Primary spine and secondary network 9 1 10

Semi formal 10 0 10

Accessible 7 0 7

Explorative 27 0 27

Integrated ramps 5 0 5

Ideas written by attendees 3 1 4

TOTAL 121 8 129
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Amenities and infrastructure that you think would greatly improve Hilton 
Park. 

Pathways and movement 

Perimeter fitness loop 

• In shade. Soft on knees
• A path which connects the wider site can benefit safty [sic] of park users
• Including BMX track

Cycle tracks 

• Bike track around edges/perimeter of entire park. Dual purpose walking + riding
(separate tracks) use undulation for level changes.

• Cycle track with smooth ground
• Alternative to Booyeembarra Park trail

Mix of meandering and purposeful 

• Would use meandering path if the experience was different from the main path
• Lights – smell & touch – sound – musical paths -> Re Melville Primary School

Primary spine and secondary network 

• Palyran Primary School Bush tucket garden bush
• The bush tucker garden at Palymy [sic] Primary School – [illegible]
• Eating native food from garden.

Accessible 

• W/C and lower mobility accessibility/parking. Bridges too steep.

Explorative 

• Maybe creek with stepping stones?

Integrated ramps 

• Or skate ramps (2 votes)
• Skate park ? with night time lights
• Just oil spare

Other 

• Walking distance skate park for Hilton families.
• Connected pedestrian paths that aren’t cut off by car parks/car roads
• Cycling path lighting
• Safe crossing @ Lefroy Rd.
• Manning Lake/walkaround circuit
• Low fencing along Carrington paths between path and road
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Level�changes

Description No. of votes No. of Gold 
votes Total votes

Spectator seating 3 0 3

Playful slopes 12 2 14

Play amongst the trees 22 8 30

Turfed slopes 3 0 3

Passive/reflective spaces 10 0 10

Natural/ecological zones 17 1 18

Ideas written by attendees 12 2 14

TOTAL 79 13 92
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Amenities and infrastructure that you think would greatly improve Hilton 
Park. 

Level change 

Spectator seating 

• Music @ bowlo could spread to an amphitheatre (1 vote)
• Maybe with kiosk for hot chips while watching game

Playful slopes 

• Rebounce rubber from slide
• Bar between climbs for parent and grandparent
• Water slide going down the hill
• A water obstacle couse [sic] into a pool.

Play amongst the trees 

• Obstacle couse [sic]
• Climb trees play house

Natural/ecological zones 

• Location north of basketball court

Something else? 

• Need more play spaces associated with sporting fields for people who are
watching.

• Please do not allow the use of round-up to control weeds.
• Urban forest whith [sic] cubby whould [sic] be fun.
• Keep trees + add more trees
• More shaded seating – scattered + accessible (1 vote)
• More trees (1 gold vote and 2 votes)
• 1 vote (associated with above or below comment - unknown)
• Parking needs to accommodate all this
• Expand & fence childplay area, more seating, drink fountain. Remove xylophone.
• Toilets!!
• Remove xylophone! Very noisy but not a good noise 😊😊
• Cars on the outside, people access in the middle. (Yes!)
• Need better crossing at Lefroy Rd/Shepherd St Dangerous!! Especially for kids

crossing.
• Fenced play space that include eating areas. (1 gold vote)
• 1 vote (associated with above or below comment - unknown)
• Fence around playground keep children in dogs out (hygenene [sic]) (8 votes)

Other 

• Coffee van??
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Water treatment

Description No. of votes No. of Gold 
votes Total votes

Swales (shown dry) 1 0 1

Swales (shown wet) 9 0 9

Rain gardens with integrated seating and 
walkways 20 1 21

Seasonal water feature 7 0 7

Access for play 18 0 18

Permeable paving to carparks 22 1 23

Ideas written by attendees 7 5 12

TOTAL 84 7 91
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Amenities and infrastructure that you think would greatly improve Hilton 
Park. 

Water treatment 

Access for play 

• Nature-play
• Mud pies

Permeable paving to carparks 

• Illegible comment

Something else? 

• Skate park (4 gold votes)
• Dog obstacle course (2 votes)
• Planting for biodiversity and habitate not only for water management (1 gold vote)
• New/safer/cleaner toilets closer to playground (3 votes)
• Remote control car tracks (1 vote)
• Water bubbler
• Solar battery please!!
• Water storage/harvesting to be re-used on the plants

Other 

• Enviro+
• More toulets [sic]
• More trees forest!
• Glyphosate and barrier spray are of concern. Signs are not in place once spray is

finished. Very concerning. Risk to dogs and humans.
• Recycling options? Containers for change bins?
• Weed management is important
• Parking needs to be sufficient
• Not using chemicals for weed management
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Activation

Description No. of votes No. of Gold 
votes Total votes

Habitat creation 26 5 31

Urban table tennis 5 2 7

Passive spaces 15 2 17

Basketball 13 4 17

Shade structures with picnic tables 9 6 15

Natureplay 7 0 7

Imaginative play 17 0 17

Active play (i.e. parkour, ninja style play) 10 2 12

Pop up event 24 2 26

Digital play/wifi/Esports 5 0 5

Lighting - seats + pathway 12 1 13

Signage + wayfinding 1 0 1

Intergenerational play 11 2 13

Community garden 13 0 13

Dedicated dog agility spaces 18 3 21

Ideas written by attendees 14 8 22

TOTAL 200 37 237
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Amenities and infrastructure that you think would greatly improve Hilton 
Park. 

Activation 

Habitat creation 

• Habitat creation a/weed to attracking [sic] sub [illegible] bring in more low-cover-
attract insect. Need to stop spray.

Urban table tennis 

• Freo ones don’t get used.

Basketball 

• Full court!! Similar to South Beach,
- Soccer
- Volleyball

• Full court with moveable height hoops
• That can double as netball (rotate hoops)
• Upgrade old basketball ring & hoop. Install fencing + reinstall bench for resting +

spectators
• Lights for night play.

Shade structures with picnic tables 

• On Ken Allen (gold dot)
• [illegible’ with wind
• Wind!
• Simple place to stop & socialise toilet close by (2 votes)
• 1 gold dot (associated with above or below comment - unknown)
• More water for drinking + dogs (1 vote)
• Also BBQ facility

Natureplay 

• Funky monky [sic] bar
• Kangaroo swings (parent + child)

Imaginative play 

• Pool + water slide (2 gold dots)

Active play (i.e. parkour, ninja style play) 

• Obstacle course
• Monkey bars ❤ (upper body strength)

Pop up event 

• Sunday farmers markets could relocate
• Music events now at Arts Centre Corroboree [illegible] night markets
• Music? Christmas? Markets?
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Activation 

Digital play/wifi/Esports 

• Charging station

Lighting - seats + pathway 

• Better lighting! For security + would enable night walks, usage etc (2 votes)
• This would make streets less dangerous
• Extend use of park into evening permanent lighting
• Lighting for evening use of dog park – v. unsafe place at the moment

Signage + wayfinding 

• A map😊😊

Intergenerational play 

• Obstacle course
• More play accitment fore litl kids [sic].

Community garden 

• Community garden/veggies path. Retirement village & school can contribute.
• I think s’thing not assoc. w a school would be inclusive.
• We already have 1 of these at Hilton Primary and at Hilton Harvest Community

Garden.

Dedicated dog agility spaces 

• Where is off lead dog area
• Enclosed dog off lead area “gold dot” (4 votes and 1 gold dot)
• Agree [illegible] enclosed dog space if large enclosure
• Enclosed dog park (2 gold dot and 5 votes)
• Off leash under the trees at all times.
• Please look after our dogs as they are so important for mental well-being.

Something else? 

• Jump line like Boo Park!
• A tennis wall – hit the ball against the wall (1 vote)
• Outdoor exercise – chin up bar etc. (1 vote)
• 18 holes disc golf (1 gold dot)
• Skate park facility – doesn’t need to be huge – just a box or a hubba & rail (1 vote)
• Of any of these are done the park will need heaps more parking.
• Coffee cart or permanent offer for community. (1 vote)
• The guys that run the kiosk for footy  [illegible] make great coffee.
• Skate board ramp. Small. With shade (NE corner) natural bumps. Undulated

terrain.

Other 

• Fine people who don’t pick up dog poo! So much of it.
• Not less dog space
• Restrict dogs to on lead other areas far less dog mess (responses – ‘No!’ and ‘NO’)
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Activation 
• Much safer for people and small dogs
• Brisbane done this all parks for 30 years
• Restrict off lead dog areas to designated fenced areas each end Lefroy Road.
• Do not agree with closed dog off lead – too small
• Have a dog off leash area over at the east side even when sport is on – the dog

community here is huge + important for dogs off lead.
• Retain open off-leash dog walking – there is a large community of dog walkers.
• Difficult to walk dogs when sport is on, especially weekends. Dedicated dog space

please.
• Open off-leash dog walking please. Maybe a low wire fence along Carrington St for

added safety.
• Dedicated enclosed dog zone to run + play with drink bowl + poop composter
• More natural ‘bush-like’ tracks for dogs to walk off leash.
• We love the open off-leash environment. Great use of space. Sport = on leash. No

sport = off leash.
• A coffee shop would be fab.
• Dog enclosed area to use when sport is on.
• Dog poop compost.
• BBQ toilet block H2O fountain
• Proper futsal pitch would be good . Co shared with BBall + netball (i.e. Bibra lake)
• Skate park (1 gold dot)
• Fitness eqpt
• Café/van
• A playspace where Buster Fun Bus & potentially others can meet with parents like

in Copenhagen. These are playgrounds + parent support.
• What about a swimming pool?
• A musical landscape Melville Primary School – interactive playground [name

removed] Hilton contact [name removed]. Touch-sound
• Toilets near the playground
• Swings closer to playground
• Mini-golf putting
• Safety (Dealing comes and goes)
• Disc golf – wed night
• Off lead vs on lead areas
• Cycle & walk way lighting needs improvement
• More female presence & women in mens shed.
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Additional Feedback 

Dick Lawrence Oval 

Post-It Notes 

More Public Bins 

Naidoc Flags were great 
More ecological areas – less turf kids would love that 

- Tree house

Nature play – wild space 
- Hall for hire
- Path around – circuit
- Slow Lefroy St 40k/hr

Bigger better basketball 
- Universal access toilets – needed
- Overnight sleeping in vans are O.K.

More seating + eyes on it 
- More expression of Aboriginal cultural values
- Connect with youth

Writing on Map 

Sign for disc golf [north west entrance] 

Better crossing facilities [Shepherd St] 

Fox line 

Farm [oval - centre] 

Lolly Shop [oval - centre] 

Small Big Skate Park [oval – northeast] 

Xbox Nintendo in here play tonite [Dick Lawrence playground] 

Vending machine [ oval – north] 

Bigger facilities and toilets [Brad Hardie Pavilion] 

Golf course [Dick Lawrence playground – south] 

Toilet next to playground 

Coffee [Oval – southwest] 

Ice Cream Shack [Oval – southwest] 

Water fun park & pond [oval – southeast] 

Swimming Pool [oval – southeast] 

100m race track [oval – south west] 
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Hilton Reserve 

Post-It Notes 

Improve toilets 
- Unisex
- Support homeless

Writing on Map 

RC car track [north] 

Race track [north east] 

BBQs [north] 

Mini golf 

Mini golf 

Mini golf 

Castle 

Pump track 

Also netball court 

[name removed]

More trees 

bs+cookcars 

Toilet [southeast] 

Fix Sketchy toilets move to main 

Dog toilet area [southwest] 

KFC [southeast] 

Hungry Jack [southeast] 

Hilton Bowls Club 

Post-It Notes 

Table tennis 
- Want a facility here @ Hilton
- 10 tables all the time

“Womans” shed addition to “Mens” shed 
- Industrial sewing machine
- Loom
- Craft tools + equip

Writing on Map 

Ruins [northwest] 
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Hilton Bowls Club 

[name removed] 

Tennis courts [west] 

Pool + water slide [Bowl Club building] 

Playground here [south] 

Improved access road [Walton Way] 

Old People [southeast] 

Don’t need [Bowl Club building] 

Shack [Bowl Club building] 

Hilton Park Mid 

Writing on Map 

Dog play area [north] 

Pool [northeast] 

aas [northwest] 

Coles [east] 

McDonald’s [west] 

Broobloo [scooter icon] mynny 

Shop [southeast] 

ASTRO [southwest] 

Girls changeroom [south] 

Ken Allen Field 

Post-It Notes 

Preferred soccer club to SW. e.g. Glory – but they should help with $$$ 

Writing on Map 

Monster Truck track [northwest] 

Shop baby squares [centre] 

Carpark [centre] 

Giant sewers [centre] 

Crossing safety [Shepherd St] 

M yum [east] 
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Hilton Park South 

Writing on Map 

Pool [north] 

Ipads hare [west] 

Or KFC [west] 

masif playground [centre] 

Skooter ramp [south] 

Popp [south] 

Zip line [southeast to northwest] 

Pool [southeast] 

Better parking [southwest] 

Dinosaur park [east] 

Ice cream sake [east] 

Periphery 

Post-It Notes 

More bush along edge eg Lefroy 

Traffic calming measures Shepherd St 

Lilt kids playgrounds, [name removed] 

Limit dogs from play areas. “Dog shit Park” Love dogs but 

Hot plate not working – limits opp. For use 

Toilets too far away from play space. 
- Play space could be much bigger

Containment to manage risks of kids running off roads from play space on Shepherd 
St 

- BBQ facilities
- Kids 10 -> older
- Skate park
- Other kids – lower social

- Exercise Equip.
- Running track
- Circuit walk
- Love frisbee

Skate park at NE 
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Periphery 

- More trees
- Seal Soccer club carpark
- Not a total regon
- Bigger BBall

Writing on Map 

I like ice cream We should have a ice cream shop 

My Pool 

[property reference removed]

Better place for park (…[illegible….] 

Zip line 

Better parking [Jefferey St] 

[name removed] 

[name removed] 

[name removed] 

[name removed] 

[property reference removed]

Zip Line 

Bigger road [Farrell St] 

Chop [Carrington St] 

Bigger Road [Lefroy Road] 

Better Parking [Lefroy Road] 

More Trees Plz 
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Visitors 170 Contributors 39 CONTRIBUTIONS 83

CATEGORY

Something I like to do here.

CATEGORY

Something I like to do here.

CATEGORY

Something I can't do now but would

like to do.

CATEGORY

Something I can't do now but would

like to do.

CATEGORY

Something I like to do here.

CATEGORY

Something important to me.

CATEGORY

Something important to me.

My Say Freo : Summary Report for 06 August 2023 to 04 September 2023

ENGAGEMENT TOOL: PLACE

Hilton Park Interactive Map

Play soccer
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140339

I play disc golf here regularly. It would be great if the course could be expanded to 18 h 
oles (rather than 9)
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140411

Currently loving the playground here. Lots of families with young kids who need to go t
o the toilet with not much warning. Would love to have some toilets beside the playgrou
nd that we can access. Especially for 3 year olds who need to go right now and can hol
d on to walk across the oval! Thanks!
Address:

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map
?reporting=true#marker-140412

Currently loving the playground here. Lots of families with young kids who need to go t
o the toilet with not much warning. Would love to have some toilets beside the playgrou
nd that we can access. Especially for 3 year olds who need to go right now and can hol
d on to walk across the oval! Thanks!
Address:

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map
?reporting=true#marker-140415

Our dogs love a nice walk in that area every morning
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140416

This would be a great area to enclose and use as an off lead dog park
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140485

This area should be available to all the current local community sports clubs and not ex 
clusive use of a commercial enterprise only. We are already short of sporting fields in t 
he city and having this area exclusive to a commercial entity doesn’t seem right 
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140486
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CATEGORY

Something I can't do now but would

like to do.

CATEGORY

Something I can't do now but would

like to do.

CATEGORY

Something I like to do here.

CATEGORY

Something I like to do here.

CATEGORY

Something I like to do here.

CATEGORY

Something I like to do here.

CATEGORY

Something I can't do now but would

like to do.

My Say Freo : Summary Report for 06 August 2023 to 04 September 2023

ENGAGEMENT TOOL: PLACE

Hilton Park Interactive Map
Bowling club rooms with license are under-utilised by the local community. Expanding t 
his into a social club with options for food, playground and a family friendly areas. Som 
e areas for functions and events would also help. Similar to Tompkins at Tompkins Park 
or the revamped Swan Yacht Club.
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140487

Some bowling greens are not used. Put in beach volleyball or futsal Fields. Similar to Vi 
sko Park in Cockburn.
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140488

I live nearby and use the disc golf baskets at least once a week. It is a good course for 
children and beginners to the sport, but having space for 9 more longer holes or differe 
nt layouts would be great for regulars.
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140533

I regularly play disc golf here it would be great to expand the course to 18 holes 
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140536

Disc Golf is fun for families. More layouts means more fun!
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140537

Playing disc golf on the course, especially Wednesday social events
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140538

I'd like to play table tennis
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140579
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CATEGORY

Something I can't do now but would

like to do.

CATEGORY

Something I like to do here.

CATEGORY

Something important to me.

CATEGORY

Something I can't do now but would

like to do.

CATEGORY

Something important to me.

CATEGORY

Something I like to do here.

CATEGORY

Something I can't do now but would

like to do.

My Say Freo : Summary Report for 06 August 2023 to 04 September 2023

ENGAGEMENT TOOL: PLACE

Hilton Park Interactive Map
There are limited off leash or no fenced dog exercise areas in the local community. It w 
ould be great to have a place for dogs to run safely and free and not disturb the childre 
n and sports activities on the fields.
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140592

I like this little walkway between the parks. While I enjoy the unoffical, almost dodgy, n 
ature of it I can see that it could do with some improvements
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140600

Increasing the variety of trees and shrubs around the park would be great.
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140601

An off lead dog area among the trees would be great. The topography and leaving spa
ce for disc golf would lend itself to an interesting shape and dog playground infrastructu
re. It may also encourage dog owners (i am one too) not to use the sports ovals…..spor
ts and poo dont mix
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140602

I like having this area for different social activities. Admittedly I havent used the bowls 
greens or clubhouse yet but plan to do so. I have heard its a good friendly club, with m 
usic. Expanding to other social sports/activities could be good.
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140603

Watch my kids and my husband to play football (soccer).
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140617

Watch soccer games at night (no lighting).
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140618
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CATEGORY

Something I can't do now but would

like to do.

CATEGORY

Something I like to do here.
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Something I like to do here.

CATEGORY

Something I can't do now but would

like to do.

CATEGORY

Something I can't do now but would

like to do.

CATEGORY

Something I like to do here.

CATEGORY

Something I can't do now but would

like to do.

My Say Freo : Summary Report for 06 August 2023 to 04 September 2023

ENGAGEMENT TOOL: PLACE

Hilton Park Interactive Map
Would be great place to watch night soccer for the whole community
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140634

I play disc golf twice a week here and really appreciate the concrete tee-pads.Expandi 
ng the course to 18 baskets would enable us to hold disc tournaments and attract more 
players to Fremantle.
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140640

I play disc gold here regularly and it is a great 9 hole course. Would love to have an ad 
ditional 9 holes to make a full 18.
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140685

It would be great to have a skate park somewhere in the Hilton park area
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140695

It would be great to have a skatepark and pump track somewhere in the Hilton park red 
evelopment
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140696

This park is fun for the whole family and can get some excersie done on the oval. 
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140702

Id love to be able to skate here, just a small park. Would be super fun and bring a lot to 
the area.
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140703
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My Say Freo : Summary Report for 06 August 2023 to 04 September 2023

ENGAGEMENT TOOL: PLACE

Hilton Park Interactive Map
I love skating with the family, would love to be able to do it locally!
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140704

build a skatepark
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140728

Would love 5 a side mini pitches with lighting and turf to lower water useage and make 
areas available for training during season
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140729

Would love to see lighting install to make available for Mid-week and nights match 
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140730

Would love to see this area utilise by our community club
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140731

Make rectification to building so it can be utilised by our community club
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140732

Turn this area into turfed and lighting to be utilised for community games, training and r 
educe wear and tear on grass pitches
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140733
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Improve access and parking along Walton Way
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140734

I love seeing these field full of junior players training and playing for a community club 
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140735

The old rugby oval is one of the best dog walking spots in the city of fremantle. There is 
not enough dog walking space in the city of freo with a decent fence and space, this on 
e must stay.
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140815

We walk here almost daily with the dog. Use the playground with my son and play frisb 
ee golf. Love this park
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140818

Need toilets near the playground for little kids
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140867

This undercover area is a great spot for little kids to scooter and play on rainy days. Ple 
ase keep some undercover areas
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140868

This path along the northern and eastern sides of the park is great for walking with a pr 
am or going for a run. I'd like to see it go the whole way around the park which would al 
so provide more opportunities for kids to scooter or bike ride
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140869
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This side of the park is underused. Some ideas could be a nice path with more trees an 
d plants to make it a scenic place to walk or some kind of creative children's play area 
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140870

I love coming to the park every afternoon with my dog. We have all created such an am 
azing community and it is a highlight of my afternoon.
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140938

One of the only dog friendly areas in the neighbourhood. Has such a lovely community 
vibe, needs to continue to be a space for dogs to walk and play.
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140939

We take our dogs here twice every day. It’s a very safe space for dogs to play and train 
. Beautiful community of dogs and dog lovers. Would love to see a fenced in dog area s 
tay
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-140945

Finish the bike path all the way around the park, I'd like to run or bike around the perim 
eter
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141117

Continue bike path around the park, I want to bike or run around the perimeter 
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141118

Make a bike bath around this whole park, connecting to the rest, I'd like to bike or run a 
huge loop
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141119
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Hilton Park Interactive Map
This area is barely used, make a bmx or mountain bike park like Boomyabarra Park 
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141120

Potentially great community spaces for many activities - meeting, art space, yoga etc. 
Currently is used for dance classes however could be improved and better developed f 
or these purposes. Bowls club centrally located and could be developed as the hub of t 
he park with parking (much needed) and toilet facilities for the park (desperately requir 
ed).
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141235

Natural bushland. I don't use the disc golf but its a good example of threading activities 
around the perimeter of the park making use of the spaces and connecting areas. I'd lik 
e to see the same with walking/running/riding tracks and paths threaded throughout the 
park and around the perimeter, with lighting for evening use. Not just flat straight paths 
but meandering, multi levels that exist without disrupting other uses of the park 
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141236

Remove unnecessary buildings and don't necessarily replace them. Don't spend too m 
uch on expensive buildings that have limited use. No more sports pavilions please. Mul 
ti-use/community structures (seating/shade) and modern toilet facilities would be better. 
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141237

dog exercise area
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141238

shady area to meet and chat in the afternoons.
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141239

There is a open area here that would be great location for a small sk8 park. Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-
map ?reporting=true#marker-141265
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Hilton Park Interactive Map
Good spot for a small pump track or bmx track it is just a bump of grass at the moment 
wasted space.
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141266

would be good to see a continuous bike track around the park
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141267

up grade the parking surface here and some better traffic control , some people go too 
fast along here.
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141268

up grade this entrance it is only one lane it is a traffic hazard with the vehicles entering 
and exiting
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141269

better road crossing and vehicle speed reduction down Shepherd st
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141270

Walk the dog
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141289

Watch the hundreds of kids each week training and playing footy throughout winter 
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141290
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Walk the dog
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141291

Watching and supporting the kids with their cricket training and spending far too many 
weekends and after school hours in the new nets!
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141292

Watching the kids playing cricket during summer
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141293

Watching the kids playing cricket over summer.
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-
map ?reporting=true#marker-141294

Cricket Nets - would be great to have cricket nets available at Dick Lawrence Oval for 
Hilton Park JCC and general community use. There are currently very few venues avail 
able for training over summer and constant negotiations over which teams can use the 
nets on the upper oval each year, as there is just not enough available across the City 
of Fremantle.
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141295

Better connectivity across all the existing oval spaces to make it easier for access to pu 
blic toilets, club houses, training spaces etc. It would also be good to see more commu 
nal/shared facilities made available to accommodate the variety of sporting codes utilisi 
ng these spaces throughout the year.
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141296

More bins. There were two bins previously located in the middle of these fields (near th 
e stairs and the middle club/storage rooms) which were removed earlier this year. 
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141297
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Repairs to the existing fence line. There is a huge gap in the fence up here that makes 
it easy for dogs and children to escape and cause potential accidents or incidences. 
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141298

More permanent access to this oval for AFL football training and games.
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141299

Access to the wide open spaces combined with wild natural areas to allow both kids an 
d dogs to run free and explore!
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141300

Better ambulance access. Current access is faulty and presents a health and safety iss 
ue for sporting clubs and community using this space.
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141301

Exercise, especially during winter where I can utilise the undercover space and not ma 
ke excuses due to the weather!
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141302

The upgrade to Griffiths park has been done really well. I love walking here with my do 
g twice a day and seeing all the families enjoying themselves. Also great to see that m 
ore trees and shrubs have been planted recently. This upgrade has been really well do 
ne and is much appreciated.
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141328
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I walk my dog off leash on all the ovals when there’s no sport going on. I want to contin 
ue to be able to do this and strongly disagree with the idea of an enclosed area for the 
dogs unless it is a large space and enables the dogs to get proper run and exercise. Th 
e oval space needs to remain a multipurpose space for all people who live in Beaconsfi 
eld not just those who play sport. There needs to be a more equitable spread of access 
to the buildings and green space, it is currently too exclusive and targets a minority po 
pulation, primarily soccer and football, cricket in the summer, perhaps rugby. It would b 
e good to have a building that is accessible to all the community for events and alternat 
ive sporting activities. There is currently a group of senior citizens who use the basketb 
all ball court to practice Tai Chi for example and elderly gents who play bocce every mo 
rning on the lawn. People use the undercover verandah for personal training so lots of 
casual users who would benefit from better facilities. There is a large number of dog w 
alking owners who meet each afternoon, form friendships and help each other through 
their doggy connections, many of these people are single households and this is their c 
onnection to others in their neighbourhood , many people in this group meet outside th 
e park and will support and assist each other with needed, don’t hinder or interfere with 
the ability of this community group to continue this relationship and please consider the 
importance of this for the wellbeing of the dogs and their owner’s We are all aware of a 
nd actively ensure that poop is collected and put in the bin even if not from our own dog 
, we appreciate the precious resource we have and don’t want to lose it so are working 
hard to make sure everyone does the right thing, Don’t penalise a large responsible gro 
up of people for a few accidents with unstopped poop, use tech to enforce fines or som 
ething to incentivise more vigilance but don’t stop the current access. With thanks Neri 
ne .
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141331

I have been walking my dogs at this park for 13 years. I meet many friends every day h 
ere. It is very important to me to be able to continue meeting my friends here. It is also i 
mportant for all of our dogs to be off the lead. They do not get well exercised when on t 
he lead, their interactions with other dogs is inhibited and can lead to social problems w 
hen they are on the lead. My dogs have dog friends that they enjoy meeting every day 
here. They are very well behaved dogs and don’t bark a lot at home, largely because t 
hey go tot he park twice a day. A dog off lead area is very important to the dogs and the 
owners. I understand the need to have the dogs off the oval during sports. I suggest w 
e have the area east of the oval, in the trees and up the hill on the basketball court - ev 
erything east of the trees. There is enough space there for us to call the dogs back bef 
ore they could get into the oval. A park bench up next to the basketball area and dog bi 
n up there would a good addition. We regulars are very diligent on picking up dog poo 
and asking others to do the same. I will always pick up poo, whether belonging to my d 
ogs or not, when I see it - I know most of the regulars do the same. This space and time 
to run the dogs off lead with their friends is very important for my health and well being, 
for my dogs good behaviour at home and with other dogs, for my neighbours who have 
never had to complain about my dogs barking or being aggressive to people or dogs, a 
nd for my other dog park friends as a friendly, supportive and I enjoyable space we enj 
oy every day.
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141333

The pitches on the Eastern side of the park are hevily utilised for football, to the extent t 
hat they become quite degraded by mid half of the season. This space appears relative 
ly untilised in contrast. The master plan should expand the football footprint to include t 
his area for the club, to manage the growing demand.
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141354
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These grounds are exceptionally important for the kids and adults playing football. The 
volume of club members has grown substantially. I believ soccer ison of the fastest gro 
wing communitys ports, despite the relatively high cost of participations (fees, resgistrat 
ion etc. Forecasts suggest this will continue. This is a good thing that the master plan 
needs to accomdate. The growth in usage and the footballl club mean more adequate f 
acilities are required such as a grandstand(s for incresing number of spectators, refurb 
ishment of the accomodate clubhouse and changing rooms. This is required to allow th 
e sport to grow. Inaction will constrain and potentially create WHS issues (I suspect the 
se already exist in some of changing rooms at the sourthern end. The facilities require 
upgrade rather than renewal. This could be done in line with modern, sustainable desig 
n principles to create a draw card to the area.
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141355

Playing football. The exercise, enjoyment and social connections has been the single 
most important factor in improving my mental health. I have no doubt this is the same f 
or many men of my (middle) age.
Address: 

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141356

Surely thetre is an opportunity with the masterplan to lok at consolidtaing the Communi 
ty infrastructure on Hilton Park into a bigger, more efficient shared use facility for the cl 
ubs that use it. The layout is sporadic and ad-hoc at present, Perhaps with combined p 
arking.
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141357

Fully enclosed dog exercise area
Address:  

http://mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au/hilton-park-precinct/maps/hilton-park-interactive-map 
?reporting=true#marker-141366
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Minutes 
Hilton Park Precinct   
PWG Meeting #3
Wed 13 December 2023 

fremantle.wa.gov.au 
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Hilton Park Precinct PWG#3 - 13 Dec 2023 

10am – 1pm Walyalup Civic Centre (MS Teams not available). 

Attendance Note: Asterisk denotes apology

Name Title 

Elected Member Representatives 

Hannah Fitzhardinge Mayor 

Ben Lawver  Councillor, East Ward 

*Fedele Carmada Councillor, East Ward 

*Frank Mofflin Councillor, East Ward 

*Andrew Sullivan Councillor, Coastal Ward 

*Geoff Graham Councillor, Central Ward 

City Officers 

Ryan Abbott (Chair) Manager Parks and Landscape 

Emily Parsons Senior Landscape Architect, Place & Projects Team 

Jeremy Macmath Team Leader Place & Projects Team 

Patrick Ford Manager Strategic Planning & City Design 

Morgan Adams Manager Building Facilities/Sustainable Services 

Lauren Anderson Senior Sport & Recreation, Community Development 

Alex Higginson Community Development Officer 

Patrick Ford Manager Strategic Planning & City Design 

Kavi Guppta Community Engagement Partner 

Naomi Edwards Team Leader Commercial | Parking and Property [remembered 
and added after issuing of minutes] 

*Ashlee House Community Engagement Project Officer 
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*Vikki Barlow Manager Community Development 

*Belinda Browning Asset and Property Officer (Guest) 

Community Representatives 

*Charne Hayden Cultural Advisor (and proxy *Freda Ogilvie) 

*Olive Bennet Youth Advisor 

*Olov Falkmer Access & Inclusion Advisor (proxy Claire Nailer) 

Claire Nailer Access & Inclusion Advisor (proxy for Olov) 

Cynthia Mathelot Community Advisor (Beaconsfield Precinct Group, 
Environment, Dog Walking) 

Dr Felicity Newman Community Advisor (Hilton Precinct Group, Families & Food) 

*Hannah Hickling History Advisor (Family Connections, Dog Walking) 

Jo Smith Arts Advisor (Circus WA) 

Club Representatives 

*Simon Biersworth Hilton Bicton Cricket Club, President 

Darren Wilson Hilton Bicton Cricket Club (proxy for Simon) 

Garvin Crozier Fremantle Men’s Community Shed 

Tony Estrano Fremantle City Football Club, President 

James Notman Fremantle City Football Club, Vice President 

Graeme Kibell Hilton Park Bowling Club 

Ben Meakins Fremantle City Dockers Junior Football Club, President 

*Scott McKenzie Hilton Park Junior Cricket Club, President 

*Joseph Marafioti Perth Glory Football Club, COO 

Consultants 

Damien Pericles Founding Director, Realm Studios 

Brett Schreurs Associate Landscape Architect, Realm Studios 
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Jess Gannaway Senior Strategic Planner + Landscape Architect, Realm 
Studios 

Anna Kelderman Director, Shape Urban 

Rachel Doohan Planning and Engagement Consultant, Shape Urban 

Distribution 

Project Control Group (the City’s Executive Leadership Team, Directors only) 

Graham Tattersall Director Infrastructure and Project Delivery 

Russell Kingdom Director Planning, Place and Urban Development 

Pete Stone Director Community Development 

Matthew Hammond Director City Business 

Minutes 
Welcome by the Mayor (10:05am – 10:15am) 

By Mayor Hannah Fitzhardinge 

Speech on Acknowledgement of Country, importance of project, paradigm shifts. 

Project Update by the City (10:15am – 10:25am) 

By Emily Parsons 

Presentation covering house keeping, project journey, place approach, Community 
Development update, POSS/CIP, Ausplay stats, engagement calibrations, engagement 
timeline going forward. 

Slides 1-12 attached. 

Place Plan Presentation on Vision, Themes & Actions. Followed by review session 
(10:25am – 11:05am) 

By Jessica Gannaway 

Presentation on what is place, place approach can be like farming, context of the place 
and place work to date including audit and stories, vision statement for the site, 
description of place themes and associated actions. 

Slides 13-24 attached. 

By Anna Kelderman 

1. Engagement Exercise 1. Thoughts on the place vision statement using post-its.
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Not too may comments, those captured will be recorded by the consultants in the 
Engagement Report once it is received by the City. 

2. Engagement Exercise 2. Thoughts on the place themes and actions using post-its.

Some good comments, those captured will be recorded by the consultants in the 
Engagement Report once it is received by the City. 

Engagement Outcomes (11:05am – 11:30am) 

By Anna Kelderman 

Presentation covering engagement purpose, activities and outcomes of engagement round 
2 including PWG2 15 September 2023 and Community Breaky event 18 November 2023, 
calibrated with MySayFreo online survey engagement results regarding the place vision 
statement, themes and actions. 

Slides 25-35 attached. 

Needs Analysis Presentation on Spatial Options. Followed by review session 
(11:30am – 12:55pm) 

By Brett Schreurs 

Presentation overview of the six Needs Analysis spatial options. 

Slides 36-40 attached. 

By Anna Kelderman 
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3. Engagement Exercise 3. Reviewing the 6 spatial scenarios using pros and cons boxes 
and a ranking number from 1 to 6, report back to the room with preferred option. 

Some good alignment, that captured will be scanned and recorded by the consultants to 
inform the plans going forward. 

 

Wrap Up| City of Fremantle (12:55pm – 1pm) 

By Ryan Abbott  

Next step is a Council Report on this project, its update and Place Plan status, all goes up 
as an Item 20 Dec 2023 asking Councillors to endorse the Place Plan for public release for 
feedback online in Feb 2024. Followed by thank yous, Merry Christmas, and see you next 
year around early April for PWG4 probably after easter. 

Slide 41 attached. 

Outcomes 
1. Good engagement session with PWG on place vision statement, themes, actions and 

spatial needs plan. Good alignment in the room. 

2. Feedback from round 2 engagement (including this PWG3 session) will be used to 
finalise the place vision, place themes and actions for the Place Plan. 

3. The consultants will be aiming to have a light-touch conceptual zonal place map in the 
place plan document finalised around end of December.  [“place map” words added after issue 

of minutes in order to match the Place Plan Document issued to the City after after issue of minutes] 

4. The six Needs Analysis spatial options will likely be integrated into the final Master 
Plan Report as a simplified 'design rationale' graphic that talks to the process prior to 
the Master Plan (to give it some grounding). 

Thank You 
Thanks to all for your time. 

 

Meeting closed at 1pm  
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Big map comments

Area specific - Dick Lawrence Oval (north west corner)

This area is in the middle of the disc golf course and will impede play.  

DDA connections needed

Should camping be discouraged? or encouraged? If so -> water - toilet waste

Fence existing kids park to keep kids off road.
Irrigation + more turf

Better turf management + less spraying

Water play

Play is too small. Need dog free area. Dogs on lead during games.

Playground fencing & public toilets/restrooms to be accessible. 

Area specific - Peace Park (north east corner)

Hilly areas mean people wont see dogs go poo and wont pick up. 

This area is in the middle of the disc gold course & will impede play 

Retic needed [adjacent to public toilets]

DDA Access 

Tennis courts + upgraded basketball courts in youth zone.

Youth zone - nice green grass and more vegetation

“Gathering Space” is in the middle of the Disc golf course. 

Anti social dog area 
Bookable enclosed areas

Nice idea needs better location of community space .
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Big map comments

Fence along road would mean better dog + kid use of area   

Area specific - Ken Allen Oval  (south west corner)

Shade - these trees create beautiful afternoon shade - dogs + owners gather + talk 

Safety - all dogs can play + socialise
All ages
Deaf dogs can be off lead. Parks with main roads on boarders - not safe -> much less 
relaxing for owners.

The size of this area means dogs can properly exercise + play. Owners also can get food 
exercise walking around the park. A smaller area reduces these benefits for dogs off lead + 
people.

Community - Many people gather every day at this enclosed dog area - connecting with each 
other often. This enclosed park for dogs off lead is unique. 

Fence not working. Chain fence needs ped. gate.  

Keep fences for dogs @ top of batter

Keep all 3 ovals as dog exercise area! (1 tick)

Dog poo bag + bins needed

Noxious weeds - need removal           

More seating & shelter from rain around enclosed dog area :)

Area specific - Hilton Ovals (eastern ovals)

Seasonal net required to stop balls crossing over road. Safety issues + resident problems. 
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Big map comments

Security issues things being stolen + dumping  

Clubs to adopt rubbish clean up programs cultural training 

Lighting across site needed      

An accessible wild area      

Playground this side of oval

‘Rebuild’ or refurb. 
May we consider the existing architecture + embodied energy.

Area Specific - Bowling Club and Men’s Community Shed

Freo Mens shed parking. Members are bringing in materials and tool (unloading/loading) 
each day. Require parking. 

Hilton Bowling Club. Close parking near hall for older women doing morning yoga. 

Liquor licence and cafe (quality) run by say Bowling Club. 

Indoor table tennis next to Bowling Club
Tables up permanently used 12 hours a day

Area specific - roads and perimeter path

Traffic calming for Shepherd Street. 

Need to re-paint the “no stopping” on road and also signage - it is faded and people park on 
Shepherd St.
Please remove roads & car parking from the heart of the park.  Divides and is unsafe for 
[unfinished sentence]

Safety issues. 
Do a lane parrallel [sic] to Lefroy   
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Big map comments

Lefroy Rd + Shephard rd intersection is dangerous 

If creating a bike path, ensure connection to safely cross Carrington @ Winterfold

Street lighting surrounding park.  
Safety at night for people exercising & walking prams etc.  

Perimeter path to include things for kids (ie. wavy path to ride on)

General

Identity of the Park 
 + Name 

 + Dual Noogar [sic] name

Solar powerd [sic] water pumps for watering. 

E.V charging bays must be from solar or wind. 
EV cars 
Electric bikes charging 
Electric scoter [sic] charging. 

Music amphitheatre 

E.V powed [sic] mower’s. 

Surplus space in table tennis hall - managed by T.T. for yoga - martial arts - other passive 
exercise 

Water storage - More tanks connected to buildings for summer watering cant grow veges. 

Extra stair access

Tennis courts needed - maybe over multi-use court. 

Gates with latch that is easier. 

More picnic facilities. Full court for bball. 
Dedicated tennis. 

Skate to include junior amenities (begginer [sic] + more experienced)
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Draft vision comments

Natural environment in a sea of surburbia should be the principle, no an add-on. Good for 
wildlife, people + dogs. 

Love it.

Keep/improve the natural environment

^ and dogs 

Great, but it’s hard to thrive when the grass is reguarly sprayed w  fungicides+ herbicides 
which are toxic to people + mammals sit on it at your peril!! 

A place of connection of the 2 suburbs Hilton & Beaconsfield  & Hamilton Hill
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Proposed actions Strongly 
support Support Neutral Oppose Strongly 

oppose
Written comments from the 
community

Create well-connected walkable paths. 24 1 0 1 0
 + Dual naming 

 + There are already paths, Do we 
need more concrete. [oppose]

A versatile community gathering space (indoor/
outdoor) for all community groups 19 7 0 0 0

Encourage extended stays with different 
activity options e.g. shaded picnic tables 23 4 0 0 0

Provide a diverse range of recreational 
opportunities both formal and informal 
(including Soccer, Australian Rules Football, 
Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc 
Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball sports court, 
fitness loops and path networks etc)

22 6 0 0 0

 + Tennis court? (2 votes) 

 + More basketball courts (1 vote) 

 + Table tennis

Public art and new buildings integrated into 
the park with a reference to Indigenous and 
colonial heritage of Hilton Park

15 9 0 0 1  + Already well catered for [strongly 
opposed]

Dual name the park 12 3 5 0 0

Explore a gender-inclusive community shed 9 6 4 1 0  + In existing men’s shed [strongly 
support]

Design for adaptable future needs 12 5 1 0 0  + Necessary

Other comments: 
 + + Sunday + afternoon [in relation to draft theme reference to “Saturday morning”]

Place�Theme�1:�Sense�of�Home
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Proposed actions Strongly 
support Support Neutral Oppose Strongly 

oppose
Written comments from the 
community

Implement ‘Complete Streets’ for accessible 
travel 11 3 0 2 0  + ‘Complete space’ not streets (1 vote) 

[strongly support]

Establish a water management plan with Water 
Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) 20 1 0 0 0

Increase tree canopy to 30%. 24 1 0 0 0

 + More? > 30% 
 + More! [strongly support]
 + More 45 (1 vote) [strongly support]
 + (2 ticks) [strongly support]

Ensure new buildings aim for green star ratings 8 15 0 0 0

Safeguard and enhance existing tree canopy 25 0 0 0 0

 + Essential **
 + Tree work to be Australian 
standards by qualified arborists 
only (1 vote)

Use local plants for ecosystem sustainability 19 6 0 0 0

Choose sustainable materials 22 1 1 0 0

Install fauna support boxes 11 7 3 1 0  + v.v.impt

Place hydration stations strategically 21 3 1 0 0

Other comments: 

 + Healthier = less herbicides  Natural = less light, less concrete

Place�Theme�2:�A�contemporary�park�enriched�by�legacy
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Proposed actions Strongly 
support Support Neutral Oppose Strongly 

oppose
Written comments from the 
community

Provide diverse recreational options for all 
(including all ages) 19 7 0 0 0  + Support active recreation existing 

clubs! [support]

Incorporate natural slopes and trees for 
natural playspaces 22 3 1 0 0

Explore a permanent café or food van setup 16 5 6 0 1  + Give to one of the sport clubs (2 
votes) [strongly opposed]

Prioritise site accessibility 16 4 2 0 0  + 1 if for wheelchairs etc. No if for 
cars (1 vote) [support]

Welcome pets with pet hydration and waste 
stations 20 4 2 0 1

 + Make sure poo bag dispensers 
are always full. 

 + more parking for cars

 + Cover on rainy days for dog 
walker

Ensure ample female facilities in all buildings 21 1 1 0 0

Other comments: 

 + Seriously consider equip storage areas for clubs e.g. table tennis tables, exercise mats etc: 

 + Make sure the floors in rooms are flexible for players 

 + The table tennis players could be happy with a shared hall (bookable) together with a dedicated room to store 10 tables (they fold up).

Place�Theme�3:�Focussed�on�community�connection
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Proposed actions Strongly 
support Support Neutral Oppose Strongly 

oppose Written comments from the community

Provide dedicated clubrooms 
for each major sporting club 6 5 9 0 0

 + Central community more efficient (2 votes) 
[oppose]

 + No more club sport only building [oppose]

 + Neutral - some clubs don’t look after area + litter a 
lot.

 + If clubs are combined learn lessons from 
Fremantle Park, not sure this is successful @ 
moment. 

 + Maybe a central community of martible [sic] clubs 
(2 votes)

Establish a CCTV program for 
safety 11 8 7 4 0  + More people more eyes! [oppose}

Ensure well-lit key 
destinations for safety at night 24 8 0 0 0

 + Also more light in the street adjacent the park.

 + Perhaps solar lights on paths 

 + No more light pollution! [strongly oppose] 

 + Think about birds + possums (1 vote) [strongly 
oppose]

Maintain a consistent material 
and furniture palette 1 8 11 0 0

Establish a site-wide brand for 
Hilton Park to ensure the look 
and feel is cohesive

4 5 10 0 0

Develop a comprehensive and 
coordinated event plan 8 10 5 0 0

Place�Theme�4:��Village�in�a�village
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Proposed actions Strongly 
support Support Neutral Oppose Strongly 

oppose
Written comments from the 
community

Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park 
considering sports club usage 16 2 2 0 0

 + Most parking on perimeter 
 + More parking at PCYC?
 + Why does soccer club have to 
park on grass?

Design multifunctional parking areas where 
applicable 9 8 4 0 0

Modernise buildings with renewables like 
energy, LED lighting and green technology 20 6 1 0 0  + Great idea!

Explore public electric vehicle charging stations 7 8 6 0 0
 + From solar [strongly support] 

 + Must have in my eyes! 

Establish quarterly meetings for site-wide 
collaboration 5 6 6 1 0

Provide volunteer and leadership training for 
club support 11 6 3 0 0

Develop an asset management plan and 
maintenance schedule 9 5 3 0 0  + Why is not already in place! (1 

vote) [neutral]

Create an advocacy strategy for attracting 
funding covering private, state and federal 15 6 1 0 0  + Existing ?? [neutral]

Place�Theme�5:�A�place�of�leaders
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Respondent No: 1

Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 17, 2023 07:27:29 am

Last Seen: Nov 16, 2023 23:11:15 pm

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

There is a strong sense of community with all those that use the dog park, we heard about the park when we bed to the area

and love using it

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Maintain the fenced, shady park for dog walking where dogs and people socialise and exercise safely and freely.

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

Fencing around parks enables dogs to exercise, children to be free to run, parents and dog owners relax, excercise,

socialise. It’s a real community there



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Keep the fenced dog park. It is the best and only of its kind in the area and we travel from south Fremantle to use it almost

every day, nothing else compares.

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

Keep the dog park easily accessible and encourage community continues to use and enjoy the park. The soccer has already

reduced our access to free play with several hours where dogs must be leashed. We have had to load it the hours that we

use the park.

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Increase the fenced dog and people exercise areas. It is a great place to safely train puppies into well socialised, healthy

and happy dogs.

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

2. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

3. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

4. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

5. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS



Respondent No: 2

Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 17, 2023 21:06:18 pm

Last Seen: Nov 17, 2023 12:54:29 pm

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

Completely agree

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Spots for coffee vans and food vans. The playground is wonderful but could it be further extended? There are so many

children that enjoy it, why not make it larger and add something like a flying fox, more swings, a turntable etc.

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

Recycle bins.



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Perfect, exactly what I’ve said in other sections. Could you hold a monthly community event there with food trucks etc that

encourages everyone in the community to come down, have a picnic on the lawn and unwind.

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

Well lit on an evening is a good idea. Especially during winter when it gets dark earlier.

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

EV charging points would be fabulous. Have “green” parks for EVs and improve the parking overall for all cars.

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

2. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

3. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

4. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS

5. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY



Respondent No: 3

Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 18, 2023 11:32:39 am

Last Seen: Nov 18, 2023 03:24:00 am

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

I agree

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

I think that’s great

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

Sounds great!



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Indoor area were smaller community groups can meet and hold events

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

Sounds great

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Sounds good to me

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

2. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

3. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

4. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

5. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS



Respondent No: 4

Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 18, 2023 11:51:29 am

Last Seen: Nov 18, 2023 03:41:53 am

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

Yes I think this is a good inclusive statement

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Would love to see a full 18 hole disc golf course created within the area. The extended fremantle area does not have a

course like this and I believe it would bring more people to use the park from all over Perth. As a new addition to the disc

golf community in the area, I have found everyone I’ve met through it to be very inclusive and welcoming and have

witnessed many people brought into a quickly growing fun sport by my peers. It would be a great use of the external space

within the park, similarly as it has been done already at dick Lawrence.

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

Would absolutely love to see some fauna support boxes, geared toward native fauna



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

I definitely think the park should be able to be used by a wide range of people with different needs, not just sport. I do

believe it’s possible to do both

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

The park should be well lit where possible so that all feel safe there

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

I am not really sure of my thoughts on this

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

2. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

3. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

4. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

5. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS
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Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 18, 2023 12:13:54 pm

Last Seen: Nov 18, 2023 03:59:18 am

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

Perfect mission statement

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Absolutely love the idea of including disc golf.

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

Consider engaging with local disc golf leaders concerning placement of plants and trees to insure their longevity and Shasta

inability of the park.



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Proper signage that informs and directs pedestrian traffic to avoid potential injury from flying discs and other park activities.

Limiting hazardous placement of tee pads and baskets will benefit all park users.

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

Absolute love the cohesive objective. A pavilion for disc golf tournaments to be able to setup a tournament central is greatly

advantageous for the sport.

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Perth Disc Golf Club has very capable volunteers that can help provide pertinent information. Disc Golf tournaments and

leagues offer an economic impact and return on Ive stem t that other typical park activities do not. A disc golf course is a

sports venue that so happens to be located in a park.

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

2. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

3. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

4. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS

5. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY
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Last Seen: Nov 18, 2023 03:46:13 am

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

the vision for Hilton Park resonates with our Disc Golf community and aligns with our own vision for the park. Disc Golf has

proven to be a fantastic avenue for organized sport and active recreation within the park, bringing people together from all

walks of life. It's a sport that promotes physical activity, mental well-being, and social interaction. Disc Golf also harmonizes

with the natural environment of Hilton Park, as the course often winds through green spaces, trees, and open areas. The

expansion of the course and the proposed enhancements, such as dedicated tee-pads and eco-friendly practices, will further

strengthen the park's connection to its natural surroundings. Moreover, the Disc Golf community has become an integral part

of the park's social fabric, fostering a sense of belonging and community. We believe that by embracing initiatives like Disc

Golf and collaborating with other community organizations, Hilton Park can truly become a place where diverse

communities thrive. In summary, the vision for Hilton Park aligns with the positive impact that Disc Golf has already had on

the park's sense of community and recreational offerings. We are excited to continue working together to make Hilton Park a

place where everyone can come together, enjoy organized sports and recreation, and thrive as a community.



Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From 

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of 

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek 

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected 

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage 

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have 

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including 

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball 

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a 

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive 

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Hilton Park has truly embraced the concept of a "Sense of Home" through its inclusive and community-driven initiatives. One 

outstanding example is the thriving Disc Golf scene in the area, which has garnered a strong following, thanks in part to the 
free-to-play social events organized by [name removed], Co-Owner of Disc Golf Warehouse. These events, held every 

Wednesday evening from 4:30 p.m., have not only brought the community together but have also contributed to making Hilton 

Park a culturally safe place where individuals can be their authentic selves. It's worth noting that Disc Golf activities within 

Hilton Park have been designed with the utmost consideration for the safety and enjoyment of all park users. We have 

implemented designated right-of-ways to ensure that dog walkers and other visitors can enjoy the park without any risk or 

inconvenience caused by the Disc Golf play. The Disc Golf community's dedication to the sport has been instrumental in 

creating a familiar and beloved ritual for the community. Just as Hilton Park aims to embrace meaningful rituals, the Disc Golf 

gatherings on Wednesday evenings have become a cherished tradition. Additionally, the recent expansion of the Disc Golf 

course to include nine more challenging holes, utilizing the baskets, has added to the sense of belonging and 'home' that 

Hilton Park represents. To further enhance the community's experience and foster a stronger sense of home, we propose the 

installation of nine additional dedicated tee-pads, creating an 18-hole Disc Golf course within Hilton Park. These tee-pads 

would provide family-friendly conditions for both experienced players and newcomers, aligning perfectly with the park's 

inclusive vision. In line with the survey's theme of "Sense of Home," we believe that these proposed actions will contribute 

significantly to Hilton Park's mission. They include: Create well-connected walkable paths: These paths will not only benefit 

Disc Golf players but also provide accessibility and connectivity for all park visitors, including dog walkers, ensuring a safe and 

enjoyable experience for everyone. A versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groups: This 

space could serve as a central hub for various activities, including Disc Golf events, and bring the community even closer. 

Encourage extended stays with different activity options, e.g., shaded picnic tables: Picnic areas can be designed strategically 

near Disc Golf holes, allowing families to enjoy the sport while also providing a comfortable space for relaxation. Provide a 

diverse range of recreational opportunities: Continue to support and expand upon the existing Disc Golf course, along with other 

recreational options mentioned in the survey, to cater to different preferences within the community. Public art and new 

buildings integrated into the park with a reference to the Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton Park: Incorporate art and 

architectural elements that celebrate the park's rich history and cultural significance. Dual name of the park: Consider honouring 

both Indigenous and colonial heritage by giving the park a dual name, reflecting the diverse cultural history of the area. Explore a 

gender-inclusive Community Shed: Ensure that community facilities, including the Community Shed, are welcoming and 

inclusive spaces for everyone. Design for adaptable future needs: As the community evolves, ensure that Hilton Park 

continues to meet the changing needs and expectations of its residents. In conclusion, the addition of an 18-hole Disc Golf course 

with dedicated tee pads, along with the implementation of these proposed actions, will further enrich the sense of home and 

community at Hilton Park, while also ensuring the safety and inclusivity of all park users, including dog walkers. We encourage 

continued collaboration and community input to make Hilton Park a place where everyone truly feels at home.



Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

In response to the question regarding "A Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy" and the proposed actions for Hilton Park,

let's refer back to the previous discussion about Disc Golf and its role in enhancing the park's legacy and contemporary

appeal: The concept of a "Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy" aligns perfectly with the holistic vision we have for Hilton

Park, and it dovetails with the initiatives we've been discussing, including the development of Disc Golf within the park. First

and foremost, Hilton Park is committed to being a resilient environment that adapts to the changing climate. This

commitment extends to our Disc Golf expansion project, where we will ensure that any modifications and installations are

environmentally friendly and in harmony with the natural surroundings. In addition to providing a healthier environment for

the community, these initiatives will contribute to the long-term sustainability of Hilton Park. The idea of Hilton Park being

woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood is exemplified by the sense of community and belonging that Disc Golf fosters.

As we expand the Disc Golf course and create family-friendly tee-pads, we are not only preserving the park's legacy but also

attracting new generations of community members. Disc Golf is a sport that can be enjoyed by people of all ages, making it

a valuable addition to Hilton Park's offerings. Furthermore, Hilton Park's commitment to knowing and respecting its history is

mirrored in its efforts to incorporate Indigenous ways of knowing. This respect for heritage extends to our plans for public art

and new buildings within the park, where we will integrate references to Indigenous and colonial history. It is our hope that

these elements will serve as a bridge between the past and the future, enriching the park's legacy. In terms of specific

actions for Hilton Park's legacy and contemporary appeal, we fully endorse the proposed actions, including the

implementation of 'Complete Streets' for accessible travel, the establishment of a water management plan with Water

Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD), and the increase of tree canopy to 30%. These measures will not only enhance the park's

resilience but also contribute to a healthier environment. As for Disc Golf, we suggest exploring partnerships with local

environmental organizations to educate players about the importance of preserving the park's natural heritage. Additionally,

organizing community cleanup events and tree-planting activities in collaboration with Disc Golf events can further

strengthen the connection between the sport and the park's legacy. In conclusion, the Disc Golf community is excited to be a

part of Hilton Park's journey towards becoming a contemporary park enriched by legacy. We are committed to aligning our

initiatives with the park's broader vision and working collaboratively to ensure Hilton Park remains a vibrant and cherished

space for generations to come.



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing 

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park 

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will 

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in 

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all 

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food 

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female 

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

In response to the question about a park focused on community connection and the proposed actions for Hilton Park, let's 

continue to highlight the role of Disc Golf in promoting community cohesion and inclusivity: The theme of "Focused on 

Community Connection" resonates deeply with our experiences in the Disc Golf community at Hilton Park. Disc Golf has 

proven to be a remarkable catalyst for nurturing community connection, fostering relationships, and enhancing the overall 

health and well-being of both the community and individuals. Connectedness is a core element of Disc Golf, as players of all 

ages and backgrounds come together to enjoy the sport. It provides a platform for people to interact, socialize, and build lasting 
bonds. The free-to-play social events organized by [name removed], Co-Owner of Disc Golf Warehouse, have become a 

cornerstone of community gatherings, strengthening the sense of unity and belonging within Hilton Park. Furthermore, Disc Golf is 

more than just a sport; it's a recreational activity that aligns perfectly with Hilton Park's goal of offering a diverse range of 

recreational opportunities. Disc Golf caters to a wide audience, from beginners to seasoned players, making it an inclusive and 

accessible activity that balances the needs of the community and sporting clubs alike. In terms of equality, Disc Golf has a 

strong track record of being a sport where everyone has the opportunity to participate, regardless of age, gender, or skill level. 

It's a sport that welcomes newcomers and provides a supportive environment for learning and improvement. The proposed 

actions, such as providing diverse recreational options for all and ensuring site accessibility, further reinforce the commitment to 

equality within Hilton Park. As we consider additional suggestions for promoting community connection, we propose the 

following: Community Disc Golf Events: Organize regular community Disc Golf events that encourage participation from all age 

groups and skill levels. These events can serve as a platform for fostering connections and introducing new people to the sport. 

Youth Disc Golf Programs: Establish youth-focused Disc Golf programs within Hilton Park to engage the younger generation 

in healthy outdoor activities and strengthen intergenerational connections. Community Disc Golf Tournaments: Host 

community Disc Golf tournaments that bring together players from diverse backgrounds and foster a spirit of friendly 

competition and camaraderie. Community Disc Golf Workshops: Offer educational workshops and clinics to teach the 

fundamentals of Disc Golf and promote skill development, ensuring that everyone has the opportunity to improve their game. 

In conclusion, Disc Golf continues to play a pivotal role in Hilton Park's journey toward becoming a park focused on 

community connection. We are committed to working collaboratively with the broader community to ensure that Hilton Park 

remains a place where relationships are nurtured, health is enhanced, and equality is upheld through the diverse range of 

recreational opportunities it offers.



Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless 

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series 

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where 

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated 

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for 

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to 

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What 

else would you suggest?

In connection with the previous responses and the theme of "Village in a Village," we can continue to explore how Disc Golf 

contributes to creating a safe and collaborative environment within Hilton Park: Disc Golf, as a growing and inclusive 

community within Hilton Park, plays a crucial role in bringing the concept of a "Village in a Village" to life. The sport has not 

only fostered a sense of community and inclusivity but also contributes significantly to safety and collaboration within the park. 
Safe and Inclusive Space: Disc Golf events and gatherings organized by[name removed], Co-Owner of Disc Golf Warehouse, 

have established Hilton Park as a safe space where individuals from all walks of life can participate without fear. The sport's 

welcoming and inclusive nature ensures that everyone, regardless of gender, ethnicity, or ability, can enjoy the park's 

amenities with confidence. Collaboration and Sharing: The Disc Golf community operates as a microcosm within Hilton Park, 

embodying the spirit of a village within a village. Players often collaborate on course improvements, organize cleanup initiatives, 

and share resources to maintain and enhance the Disc Golf experience. This sense of collaboration extends to other park users, 

as well, as promoting a thriving environment for all. Well-Lit and Safe Environments: Disc Golf courses within Hilton Park are 

designed with safety in mind. Well-lit key destinations, especially around Disc Golf tees and baskets, ensure that the sport 

can be enjoyed safely even during nighttime hours. This commitment to safety aligns with the broader goal of making Hilton 

Park a secure place for all. To further enhance the concept of a "Village in a Village" and ensure the safety and collaboration 

within Hilton Park, we propose the following additional suggestions: Community Safety Initiatives: Collaborate with local law 

enforcement and community organizations to implement community safety programs, ensuring that Hilton Park remains a safe 

and welcoming environment for all. Collaborative Events: Organize collaborative events that bring together various sporting 

clubs and community groups within Hilton Park to foster cross-community connections and cooperation. Shared Facilities: 

Explore opportunities for shared facilities among different park user groups, creating a sense of shared ownership and 

responsibility for the park's amenities. Community Bulletin Board: Install a community bulletin board within Hilton Park, including a 

dedicated section for Disc Golf updates and events, to facilitate communication and collaboration among park users. In 

conclusion, Disc Golf's contribution to Hilton Park goes beyond the sport itself. It exemplifies the principles of safety, 

inclusivity, and collaboration that are integral to the vision of a "Village in a Village." We remain committed to working hand in 

hand with the broader community to ensure that Hilton Park continues to thrive as a place where everyone feels safe, 

welcome, and engaged.



Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to 

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies 

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting 

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park 

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with 

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging 

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club 

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting 

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

In the context of Disc Golf and its role within Hilton Park, let's explore how the sport aligns with the theme of "A Place of 

Leaders" and the proposed actions: Disc Golf has proven to be an innovative and forward-thinking addition to Hilton Park, 

embracing the principles of continual improvement and adaptability. The sport's rapid growth within the park, thanks to the 
efforts of [name removed], Co-Owner of Disc Golf Warehouse, exemplifies this commitment to innovation. Innovation in Disc 

Golf Courses: The expansion of the Disc Golf course with an additional nine holes of greater difficulty showcases Hilton Park's 

dedication to providing cutting-edge recreational opportunities. The use of modern technologies and equipment, such as 

energy-efficient LED lighting for night play, demonstrates a commitment to sustainable practices and innovation within the 

sport. Efficient Management: The Disc Golf community has been actively involved in sustainably managing its portion of 

Hilton Park. Efforts have been made to optimize resources and promote efficient usage of the course, ensuring that it remains a 
valuable asset to the broader park. Supporting Community Leaders: [name removed] and other community leaders within the 

Disc Golf community have played a pivotal role in promoting and growing the sport at Hilton Park. Their leadership has 

enabled more people to access and enjoy Disc Golf, aligning perfectly with Hilton Park's goal of empowering community and 

sporting leaders. Leading by Example: Disc Golf's commitment to sustainable practices, including using renewable energy and 

green technology, serves as a model for other sporting clubs within Hilton Park. The sport's emphasis on inclusivity and 

community engagement sets a high standard for best practices within the park. In line with the theme of "A Place of Leaders" 

and the proposed actions, we suggest the following additional initiatives: Collaborative Resource Sharing: Encourage 

collaboration among sporting clubs within Hilton Park to share resources and knowledge, creating a collective effort to optimize 

efficiencies and manage resources effectively. Community Leadership Workshops: Organize leadership and volunteer 

training programs that benefit all sporting clubs within Hilton Park, fostering a culture of leadership and community 

engagement. Sustainability Education: Promote sustainability education and practices not only within Disc Golf but also 

among all sporting clubs, encouraging the use of renewables, energy-efficient technologies, and green initiatives. Grant and 

Funding Support: Collaborate on the development of an advocacy strategy for attracting funding from private, state, and 

federal sources, benefiting all sporting clubs and enhancing the park's infrastructure. In conclusion, Disc Golf serves as a 

dynamic and innovative leader within Hilton Park, embodying the principles of adaptability, sustainability, and community 

engagement. We remain committed to working together with other sporting clubs and community leaders to ensure Hilton Park 

continues to be a place of leaders, where innovation, efficiency, and empowerment thrive.

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

2. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

3. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

4. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

5. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS
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Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

Yes, it sounds spot on!

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

It all sounds great, but it would be fantastic for the disc golf course to go to 18 holes.

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

Great plan! Disc golf is a green sport and will fit well within this concept.



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Sounds fantastic. More shade scattered throughout the reserve from more tree cover would be welcome.

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

Cctv sounds great.

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Sounds great.

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

2. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

3. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

4. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

5. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS
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Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

Community organisations is good. Dick Lawrence is the heart of the Fremantle Disc Golf community and one of the most

popular social / community disc golf groups in WA and popular with all skill levels.

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Additional shaded tables as well as maintaining some of the natural vegetation and features would be good for families.

Increasing the disc golf course to 18 holes would be fantastic, even if this is kept to the current number of baskets and

additional teepads are added.

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

More tree canopy and additional space for disc golf (which can use the space under the trees canopy) would be nice. Agree

with local plants and trying to be as sustainable as possible.



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

I enjoy taking my dogs around the disc golf area while playing though do get nervous about proximity to traffic on Carrington

road. I think some pet stations are welcome though note some facilities are still there

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

Clubrooms for each of the field type should be sufficient. For example, cricket and AFL should share rooms. Soccer fields

have clubrooms. The community hall is good feature but I haven't used it

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Parking can be difficult when there is a lot of soccer on however this is only on game day. I'd suggest modernising but would

not like to see park area sacrificed for more parking

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

2. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

3. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

4. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

5. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS
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Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

Yes, I think so. I have been able to connect with lots of different people from the community here.

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

I would love to see an additional 9 tee pads added to the disc golf course. The course is fantastic as it is, however it is

beginner difficulty, thus the extra 9 would add a level of challenge and appeal to the course that would encouraged myself

and many others looking to improve their skills to play there.

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

These ideas slims great, strategic water stations especially.



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

A permanent cafe would be a fantastic addition!

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

These all sound like constructive ideas, the branding would go a long way I think.

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

It would be great to see the park as an opportunity for leadership development.

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

2. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

3. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

4. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

5. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS



Respondent No: 10

Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 19, 2023 19:41:52 pm

Last Seen: Nov 19, 2023 11:30:47 am

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

Yes it's well used.

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

This sounds like a political agenda not a park

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

Sounds nice if it could teach people about being water wise or have a mini (native) botanical garden



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Sounds great. But I would add; Australia is very behind Europe, UK, USA with callisthenics parks. The weather is good

nearly all year and everyone goes to air conditioned gyms instead of training outside in the air and sunlight. The machines

that councils put in are never used, and don't hold much benefit. A better idea would be to put in parallel bars at different

heights for pullups, dips, monkey bars, hanging gymnasic rings etc.

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

It's not a dangerous place.

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Sounds like a car park not a person park

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

2. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

3. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

4. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS

5. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME



Respondent No: 11

Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 20, 2023 14:10:40 pm

Last Seen: Nov 20, 2023 06:00:20 am

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

'Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” This is super cheesy. What does it actually mean in reality?

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Properly fence in Ken Allen Oval for dog safety. Consider some fencing for the Dick Lawrence oval. I've personally seen 2

dogs run onto Lefroy Road in the last 18 months and be killed.

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

More hydration stations for dogs are defintely needed.



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Ensure dog facilities and their owners needs are factored into all plans. Many people with dogs see the same people walking

their dogs at the same time so become friends. There are often no dog poo bags available.

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

Community events and activities (non sport) would be great. Outdoor movie nights?

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Nothing to add

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

2. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

3. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

4. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

5. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS



Respondent No: 12

Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 21, 2023 11:07:17 am

Last Seen: Nov 29, 2023 07:53:27 am

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

Fremantle Table Club was based at Hilton Bowling club for several years in the early 2000's. Outgrowing their dance hall

that we played TT in.and not wanting to leave Fremantle where we have been since 1933, and where there is a need for this

indoor sport we went to Samson Recreation centre where we are now located. The bowling club was an excellent location.

We could play TT, go and use the bar and lounge, and join in social events. I am still a social member there. Fremantle TT

would like to get back to that spot and we have a unanimous vote from the committee of the bowling club to come back. So

there are many benefits to the City and the adjoining sports clubs to include Fremantle TT in the master plan. We cant

advertise for all we would provide for the want of more venue playing time. A TT venue purpose built would be used every

day of the week. catering for all ages, all abilities, schools, disabled, and multicultural participants..No noise, low costs,

available 24/7, and no impact on the environment.

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Indoor all weather facility Incorporating the Fremanle table Tennis Club, with other low impact use for Tai Che, Yoga, martial

arts etc.. This could all come under the TT club management. A cafe and bar with the bowling club operating and open for

lunches and meals.with drinks.



Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

All buildings to have water catchment and storage.

Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Health and participation is good. A bad example is the way major sports ovals are designed and used with roon for 80,000

to sit and eat and drink watching 40 or less athletes participate. Don't like food vans

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

Design a common logo to be used by all clubs. So it can be worn and recognised anywhere. Dedicated clubrooms for each

sporting club to be kept to only what's necessary. For instance only basic snacks and drinks, small area for sitting. A decent

lounge , bar, and TV viewing area to be used by all clubs



Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Combined management for the whole area and sporting clubs.

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS

2. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

3. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

4. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

5. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE



Respondent No: 13

Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 21, 2023 13:33:36 pm

Last Seen: Nov 21, 2023 05:26:34 am

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

yes

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Increasing the number of disc golf holes from 9 to 18 would be great! Water play for young children

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

Increasing the number of disc golf holes from 9 to 18 would be great! Water play for young children



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Increasing the number of disc golf holes from 9 to 18 would be great! Water play for young children

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

Increasing the number of disc golf holes from 9 to 18 would be great! Water play for young children

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Increasing the number of disc golf holes from 9 to 18 would be great! Water play for young children

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

2. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

3. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

4. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

5. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS



Respondent No: 14

Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 24, 2023 11:46:11 am

Last Seen: Nov 24, 2023 02:54:53 am

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

The main focus should be on organised sports (club environment). Additional sports (table tennis, tennis) with a high

participation rate should find a home at Hilton Park with access to high quality facilities. Hilton Park should take full

advantage of potential synergies arising from additional sports and expected increases in participation numbers (e.g. the

number of female soccer players is expected to rise dramatically after the success of the Women's World Cup). The number

of facilities to be shared by all sports clubs (change rooms, restaurant, bar facilities) should be maximised. Mergers of sport

clubs using Hilton Park (alternative: multi-membership offers) should be strongly encouraged and incentivised.

Unfortunately, the use of outdoor areas for sport as well as go walking is not compatible. Despite best intentions, significant

health and injury risks remain. Alternative areas for dog walkers need to be found.

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Yes. The establishment of common cafe, restaurant and bar facilities is most critical.



Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

All ok but focus needs to be on the quality of the sport facilities, in particular the soccer pitches throughout the year. One

artificial grass pitch should be considered. At least one large and high-quality indoor facility for indoor sports (table tennis,

basketball, martial arts) is an absolute must.

Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

See above.

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

Create high-quality facilities (including club rooms) to be shared by all major clubs.



Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Too generic.

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

2. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

3. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

4. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

5. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS



Respondent No: 15

Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 29, 2023 16:56:13 pm

Last Seen: Nov 29, 2023 08:44:55 am

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

Yes

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Include a dedicated space for Fremantle-based sporting clubs such as the Fremantle Table Tennis Club that has members

with ages ranging from kids up to very senior people and also caters to people who are physically-challenged.

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

Include a dedicated space for Fremantle-based sporting clubs such as the Fremantle Table Tennis Club that has members

with ages ranging from kids up to very senior people and also caters to people who are physically-challenged.



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Include a dedicated space for Fremantle-based sporting clubs such as the Fremantle Table Tennis Club that has members

with ages ranging from kids up to very senior people and also caters to people who are physically-challenged. A permanent

club space will also help the permanent cafe obtain regular customers.

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

Include a dedicated space for Fremantle-based sporting clubs such as the Fremantle Table Tennis Club that has members

with ages ranging from kids up to very senior people and also caters to people who are physically-challenged.

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Equip the building with renewable energy sources for sustainability as well as to help with its advocacy strategy for

attracting state funding.

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

2. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

3. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

4. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

5. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS



Respondent No: 16

Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 29, 2023 17:29:05 pm

Last Seen: Nov 29, 2023 09:20:48 am

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

Looks good

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Needs to include other sports that can cater for all ages playing together, e.g table tennis.

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

.



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Explore sports that reflect multicultural and intergenerational interests, e.g table tennis and bocci.

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

Consider needs of non major sporting clubs. Adequate lighting

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Ok

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

2. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

3. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

4. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

5. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS



Respondent No: 17

Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 29, 2023 18:24:02 pm

Last Seen: Nov 29, 2023 09:03:57 am

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

I sure hope so

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

All the above are worthy.

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

Ensure easy access for seniors and those with disabilities.



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

The options above may address in some small way the investment imbalance in some sports in Australia.

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

A home for Table Tennis Fremantle.

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Consider integrating a "community battery" to harvest unused output from PV installations on roofs that could be time shifted

for use.

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

2. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS

3. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

4. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

5. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME



Respondent No: 18

Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 29, 2023 19:01:13 pm

Last Seen: Nov 29, 2023 10:31:52 am

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

Great ideas! Please include Table Tennis in your plan.

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Please include table tennis which is a versatile indoor sport which can be enjoyed people of all ages in the community.

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

Plenty of parking spaces.



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

A Table Tennis club opened 24 hours and 7 days a week, where people can enjoy playing table tennis in air-conditioned

room with table tennis tables all set up and ready to be used at all times. After the game, people can enjoy drinks and light

snacks nearby.

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

Please include Table Tennis club.

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Public transport can be conveniently used to travel here and return.

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

2. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

3. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

4. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS

5. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY



Respondent No: 19

Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 30, 2023 04:21:07 am

Last Seen: Nov 29, 2023 19:57:11 pm

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

Yes itself this has captured the essence of what is sought as a community

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

There should also be dedicated table tennis facilities that offers diversity and across all ages . Strengthens both mental and

physical capacity for all players.

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

In addition have the Fremantle table tennis club facilities located there



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Dedicated Table tennis facilities

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

Dedicated Table tennis facilities

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Ensure Fremantle table tennis is actively involved

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

2. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

3. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

4. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

5. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS



Respondent No: 20

Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 30, 2023 11:25:53 am

Last Seen: Nov 30, 2023 03:20:10 am

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

Yes, please build a table tennis venue

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

A state of the art table tennis venue

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

Great, plant some Macadamia trees for Carnaby's



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

more bike paths

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

Table Tennis venue

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Great

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

2. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

3. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

4. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

5. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS



Respondent No: 21

Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 30, 2023 13:47:32 pm

Last Seen: Nov 30, 2023 05:19:21 am

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

Yes

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

I think there is an opportunity to increase the diversity of recreational activities available at Hilton Park to include sports that

are not already well catered for in the area. There are many Bowls, cricket, Aussie rules facilities in the area already. The

local Table Tennis club has been trying to find a permanent home in the area including at this location but there is no

reference to this in your examples. There is a lot of research about the benefits for older adults of playing Table Tennis and I

think there is a great opportunity for the Council to lead in supporting the development of a facility where this can be offered.

It is also a game that anyone can play and is therefore great for families and those with disabilities. There are modern

variations to table tennis e.g. crossnet which could be included to attract younger players. Adaptable future needs will be an

important design component.



Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

Increasing tree canopy and fauna support boxes are great ideas. Using local plants is important as is the use of sustainable

materials. New buildings should aim for green star ratings and include solar panels.

Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

I agree with the provision of diverse recreational options but would like a focus on those not readily available nearby. A

permanent cafe would be a welcome addition and provide somewhere for locals that aren't interested in recreational

activities with something of benefit. Although I am a pet owner I think pets are already well served locally and do not need to

be included in this plan. People don't keep dogs on a lead even when instructed to and this could just lead to something that

requires policing by those in charge of the facilities. Female facilities should be included in any new buildings but it is a local

facility so I don't think money should be spent on retrospectively converting areas for female changing.

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

Yes -all good ideas



Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

All good suggestions

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

2. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

3. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

4. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

5. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS



Respondent No: 22

Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 30, 2023 14:49:17 pm

Last Seen: Nov 30, 2023 06:40:14 am

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

Great idea to creat a community around sport

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

It looks good nothing to add

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

It looks good nothing to add



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

It looks good nothing to add

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

It looks good nothing to add

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

It looks good nothing to add

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

2. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

3. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

4. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS

5. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE



Respondent No: 23

Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 30, 2023 18:50:51 pm

Last Seen: Nov 30, 2023 10:36:48 am

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

Yes I like it.

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

I like all that but I’d prefer it said ‘playing sport every weekend’ (rather than Saturday morning as that is more

incllusice/relevant to more people.

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

Don’t like ‘healthier’ before natural environment. Why not ‘healthy’ or just ‘natural environment’ it sounds a bit too ‘wordy’.



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Yes I like that.

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

I like these ideas but don’t like the words ‘village within a village. The main part I like about this is the dedicated clubrooms.

The rest of it sounds a bit sterile. Can we have dedicated clubrooms and a more natural, inclusive community environment?

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Sounds very practical.

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

2. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

3. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS

4. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

5. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE



Respondent No: 24

Login: Registered

Responded At: Nov 30, 2023 19:51:07 pm

Last Seen: Nov 30, 2023 10:48:26 am

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

Yes

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Go easy on the public art Sport for all ages some indoor

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

Ok



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Yes, an indoor sport for males and females that can play from an early age up to old age.personally, I like table tennis.

Check it out my sport table, tennis has an extremely low environmental impact.no watering, no fertilising and all the power

years can come from renewable sources

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

Yes a dedicated clubrooms That would play and use their rooms into the night and early morning to provide security. Any

special event could see it supported by all clubs

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Mostly as in my sport , it could be run by volunteers from the top down and as in our club, our participants in the majority are

over 50 years of age and semi retired, you would get some good quality administrators

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

2. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

3. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

4. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY

5. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS



Respondent No: 25

Login: Registered

Responded At: Dec 01, 2023 14:31:03 pm

Last Seen: Dec 01, 2023 06:14:08 am

Q1. Name

Q2. Suburb

Q3. Email

Q4. For the DRAFT VISION we heard:“Hilton Park is a place for everyone. It is a place of connection where people come

together though organised sport, active and passive recreation, and community organisations. Strengthened by

the natural environment, Hilton Park is a place where communities thrive.” Have we got this right? Share your

ideas!

Yes

Q5. DRAFT PLACE THEME 1: SENSE OF HOMEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Sense of

Home':Openhearted - Hilton Park will be a culturally safe place, where individuals can be their authentic

selves.Ritual Experiences - Hilton Park will embrace the beloved and meaningful rituals of the community. From

walking the same path, to playing sport every Saturday morning, the familiarity of Hilton Park will create a sense of

belonging and ‘home’.Inclusive - Hilton Park will welcome all people, understanding that different people will seek

out different experiences.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Create well-connected

walkable pathsA versatile community gathering space (indoor/outdoor) for all community groupsEncourage

extended stays with different activity options e.g. shaded picnic tablesEnsure all existing and new buildings have

adequate female facilitiesProvide a diverse range of recreational opportunities both formal and informal (including

Soccer, Australian Rules Football, Cricket, Lawn Bowls, Community Shed, Disc Golf, Skateboarding, Multi ball

sports court, fitness loops and path networks etc)Public art and new buildings integrated into the park with a

reference to Indigenous and colonial heritage of Hilton ParkDual name the parkExplore a gender-inclusive

Community ShedDesign for adaptable future needsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

A safe space both culturally and physically I understood the men’s shed was one of the few sheds to have women members

already. Include in diverse range of rec facilities a dedicated table tennis centre.along with all the other options mentioned.

Q6. DRAFT PLACE THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACYThrough our prior engagement

activities we heard a 'Contemporary Park Enriched by Legacy':Resilient environment - Hilton Park will provide a

healthier natural environment for the community to enjoy now and long into the future by responding and adapting

to the changing climate.Woven into the fabric of the neighbourhood - Hilton Park will be part of the fabric of the

suburb, embracing and promoting the principles of a garden suburb.Knowing what was before - Hilton Park will be

enriched with Indigenous ways of knowing, drawing on the historic ecosystems that existed prior to colonial

settlement to strengthen its future.Generational - Hilton Park will be a place for all generations, ensuring the legacy

of those that have used the park attracts the next generation of community members. What might this look like?

Potential Place Actions include:Implement 'Complete Streets' for accessible travelEstablish a water management

plan with Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD)Increase tree canopy to 30%Install fauna support boxesPlace

hydration stations strategicallyEnsure new buildings aim for green star ratingsSafeguard and enhance existing tree

canopyUse local plants for ecosystem sustainabilityChoose sustainable materialsWhat do you think? What else

would you suggest?

No further comment



Q7. DRAFT PLACE THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTIONThrough our prior engagement activities we

heard 'Focussed on Community Connection':Connected - Hilton Park will support social cohesion, nurturing

community connection, connection to place, and relationships.Enhances the health of the community - Hilton Park

will support and enhance the health of the community as well as the individual.More than Sport - Hilton Park will

offer a diverse range of recreation opportunities, balancing the needs to the community and sporting

clubs.Equality - Hilton Park will be a place of equality, where everyone has opportunity to access and participate in

recreation.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide diverse recreational options for all

(including all ages)Incorporate natural slopes and trees for natural playspacesExplore a permanent café or food

van setupPrioritise site accessibilityWelcome pets with pet hydration and waste stationsEnsure ample female

facilities in all buildingsWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

Female facilities might include unisex toilets that all sexes can utilise Consider a Sports Club that includes a cafe rather than

a standalone cafe or food truck.

Q8. DRAFT PLACE THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGEThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'Village in a

Village': Safe - Hilton Park will be a safe place, allowing the community to use its amenities without fear, regardless

of their gender, ethnicity, ability, or time of day.Good neighbours - Hilton Park will operate as a village, with a series

of smaller neighbourhoods within it. Neighbourhoods will support one another, sharing and collaborating where

they can, ensuring a thriving future.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Provide dedicated

clubrooms for each major sporting clubEstablish a CCTV program for safetyEnsure well-lit key destinations for

safety at nightMaintain a consistent material and furniture paletteEstablish a site-wide brand for Hilton Park to

ensure the look and feel is cohesiveDevelop a comprehensive and coordinated event planWhat do you think? What

else would you suggest?

Ensure park is well maintained ongoing in an attempt to ensure it is respected and cared for by users

Q9. DRAFT PLACE THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERSThrough our prior engagement activities we heard a 'A Place of

Leaders':Innovative - Hilton Park will strive for continual improvement by adapting and responding to

innovation.Efficient management - Hilton Park will be sustainably managed as a collective, optimising efficiencies

and resources.Supporting community leaders - Hilton Park will enable and empower community and sporting

leaders.Lead by example - Hilton Park will lead by example, promoting and striving for best practice

outcomes.What might this look like? Potential Place Actions include:Prepare a parking strategy for Hilton Park

considering sports club usageDesign multifunctional parking areas where applicableModernise buildings with

renewables like energy, LED lighting and green technologyExplore public electric vehicle charging

stationsEstablish quarterly meetings for site-wide collaborationProvide volunteer and leadership training for club

supportDevelop an asset management plan and maintenance scheduleCreate an advocacy strategy for attracting

funding covering private, state and federalWhat do you think? What else would you suggest?

No further comment

Q10.Please rank the Place Themes with 1 being the

most favourable and 5 being the least

favourable.

1. THEME 3: FOCUSSED ON COMMUNITY CONNECTION

2. THEME 1: SENSE OF HOME

3. THEME 4: VILLAGE IN A VILLAGE

4. THEME 5: A PLACE OF LEADERS

5. THEME 2: A CONTEMPORARY PARK ENRICHED BY LEGACY
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